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HYDES - A GENERALIZED HYBRID COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR

STUDYING TURBOJET OR TURBOFAN ENGINE DYNAMICS

by John R. Szuch

Lewis Research Center

SUMMARY

The selection of an efficient airframe-engine combination depends on the ability to

analyze a broad range of engine types and sizes operating at both design and off-design

conditions. Computer programs having the necessary steady-state calculation capabili-

ties have previously been developed.

In addition to their use in steady-state studies, analyses of engine dynamics and

control are also important in the selection of a suitable propulsion system. This report

describes HYDES, a hybrid (analog-digital) computer program capable of simulating

one-spool turbojet, two-spool turbojet, or two-spool turbofan engine dynamics. The

program is also capable of simulating two- or three-stream turbofans with or without

mixing of the exhaust streams. HYDES is intended to reduce the time required to im-

plement dynamic engine simulations.

HYDES was developed for running on the Lewis Research Center's Electronic Asso-

ciates (EAI) 690 Hybrid Computing System and satisfies the core-size (16 384 words)

and hybrid-interface limits of that machine. The documentation of the program should

allow the user to implement the program on another machine. The techniques employed

and the resultant set of equations should be applicable in other generalized or specific

engine simulations (analog, digital, or hybrid).

For the existing program, procedures are described for generating the required in-

put data, specifying the engine configuration of interest, and operating the program.

The use of HYDES to simulate selected turbojet and turbofan engines is demonstrated.

The form of the required input data for these engines together with samples of output

listings (teletype) and transient plots (x-y plotter) for each example are provided.

HYDES does not provide for engine control but does accept, as user-supplied inputs,

fuel flow rates and nozzle areas. The simulation of simplified fuel control systems on

the analog computer is discussed, and their use with the hybrid program is demon-

strated.



INTRODUCTION

The selection of an efficient airframe-engine combination depends on the ability to

analyze a broad range of engine types and sizes operating at both design and off-design

conditions. Computer programs having the necessary steady-state calculation capabil-

ities have previously been developed. The SMOTE code, discussed in references I and

2, provides steady-state design and off-design calculation capability for both existing

and theoretical turbofan engines. Theoretical engines are simulated by scaling compo-

nent performance from existing engines to the design conditions of the theoretical

engine. GENENG (ref. 3) extends the same techniques to handle turbojet engines as

well as turbofans. GENENG II (ref. 4) was derived from GENENG and adds the capa-

bility of studying two- or three-spool turbofan engines having as many as three nozzles

(airstreams).

In addition to their use in steady-state design- and off-design-point studies, anal-

yses of engine dynamics and control are also important in the selection of a suitable

propulsion system. For example, the use of turbofan engines as lift units for V/STOL

aircraft (ref. 5) poses a number of engine control problems. At low flight speeds, the

lift system must provide the fast thrust response needed for aircraft attitude control.

The propulsion system must also be capable of correcting for upsetting moments caused

by the loss of a lift engine. The required rapid engine accelerations must be accom-

plished without exceeding turbine-temperature, rotor-speed, and compressor-stall
limits.

This report describes HYDES, a hybrid (analog-digital) computer program capable

of simulating one-spool turbojet, two-spool turbojet, or two-spool turbofan engine

dynamics. The program can easily be modified to handle the one-spool turbofan case.

HYDES is capable of simulating two- or three-stream turbofans with or without mixing

of the exhaust streams. The program is structured so as to allow the simulation of a

wide range of engine sizes (as well as types) without changing the basic program. The

hybrid computer was used because it combines the precision and logic capabilities of

the digital computer with the integration and output capabilities of the analog computer.

Steady-state design-point data (pressures, temperatures, etc. ), generated by a program

such as GENENG I-I, and the associated component performance maps are required to

generate the necessary input data for the hybrid program. After the simulation has

"settled-out" at the design point, a change in one of the input variables (such as fuel

flow) will result in a transient excursion to a new steady-state operating point. Thus,

the program is capable of steady-state design- and off-design-point operation, as well

as possessing the desired transient capability.

HYDES does not provide for the simulation of control system dynamics. The dig-

ital portion of the program accepts values for fuel flow rates and nozzle area (or areas)
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from the analogportion of the program. In general, the function generation and arith-

merle operations required in simulating an engine control system could be performed

on either an analog or digital computer. But hybrid interface limitations dictated that

control system dynamics (when required) be simulated on the analog computer. To de-

monstrate the transient operation of the program for a selected engine, a fuel control

system was assumed. The implementation of the fuel control and its relationship to

the basic HYDES program are illustrated in this report.

HYDES was developed for running on the Lewis Research Center's Electronic Asso-

ciates (EAI) 690 Hybrid Computing System. The structure of the program is very much

influenced by the digital core size (16 384 words) and the hybrid-interface capability

(24 analog-to digital converters and 24 digital-to-analog converters) of that machine.

The documentation of the program, together with the associated digital computer soft-

ware (available from the author upon request), should allow the direct use of the program

on another EAI 690 computer. The simulation techniques and resultant equations, pre-

sented in this report, should also serve as a guide in the development of both generalized

and specific turbojet and turbofan engine simulations for use with different computing

systems.

ENGINE CONFIGURATIONS

HYDES can be used to simulate a number of different engine configurations. These

configurations are referred to as configurations A to H. A discussion of each follows.

A schematic representation of configuration A is shown in figure 1. Configuration

A represents an unmixed, two-spool, three-stream turbofan engine with separate per-

formance maps for the fan-hub (low-pressure compressor) and Jan-tip sections. All

other configurations can be considered as variations of this configuration. The fan is

driven by a separate low-pressure turbine. The fan-hub flow "_fl discharges into a

high-prpssure-compressor-inlet volume V2.1 which supplies (1) bleed flow for control

purposes Wblc' (2) flow to the second stream Wv2' (3) bleed flow to the third stream

_bls' and (4) flow to the core compressor Wc- All unscaled-variable symbols are de-

fined in appendix A. The core (high-pressure) compressor, which is driven by the

high-pressure turbine, discharges into a combustor-inlet volume V 3 which supplies

(1) overboard bleed flow Wovb' (2) cooling flow for the high-pressure turbine "_bll'

(3) cooling flow for the low-pressure turbine X_bl2, and (4) airflow to the combustor Wb"

The combustor airflow reacts in high-pressure-turbine-inlet volume V 4 with the

injected fuel flow WF" The high-pressure-turbine flow Wtl discharges into low-

pressure-turbine-inlet volume V5, where it is diluted by the high-pressure-turbine

cooling flow Wbll" Similarly, the low-pressure-turbine flow wt2 discharges into
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core-duct volume V 6 where it is diluted by the low-pressure-turbine cooling flow

Wbl2" All turbine cooling bleeds are assumed to enter downstream of the rotor (or

rotors), thus contributing no work. Volume V 6 supplies flow to the core nozzle Wnl"

The second-stream flow Wv2 discharges into the second-stream-duct volume V2.2

which, in turn, supplies flow to the second-stream nozzle Yen4" The fan-tip flow wf2

discharges into the bypass-fan-discharge volume Y3.2' where it is mixed with the

interstream bleed flow Wbls" Volume V3.2 supplies flow to the third stream "_'v3"

This flow discharges into the bypass-fan-duct volume V3.5 which, in turn, supplies

flow to the third-stream nozzle Wn2" Constants Kfl and Kf2 may be set to nonunity

values to represent a gear-driven low-pressure compressor and fan, respectively. If

the low-pressure compressor represents the fan hub, Kfl and Kf2 are equal.

A schematic representation of configuration B is shown in figure 2. This configu-

ration is identical to configuration A except for the mixing of the core and third-stream

flows in the mixing volume V 7. This volume then supplies flow to the mixed-flow nozzle

Wn3" The second-stream nozzle flow Wn4 discharges to the atmosphere at station 8.

A schematic representation of configuration C is shown in figure 3. Configuration C

represents a two-spool, two-stream turbofan engine with the entire fan represented by

one set of performance maps. Thrust is generated by the separate exhaust flows Wnl
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and Wn4" This configuration is obtained by eliminating the fan-tip and third-stream

calculations from configuration A (fig. 1). The mixed version of the two-spool, two-

stream turbofan engine is shown, schematically, in figure 4 and is referred to as config-

uration D.

A schematic representation of configuration E is shown in figure 5. Configuration E

represents a two-spool, two-stream turbofan engine with separate performance maps

for the fan hub and tip sections. This configuration is formed by eliminating the second-

stream calculations from configuration A. The mixed version of configuration E is
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referred to as configuration F and is shown, schematically, in figure 6.

A conventional one-spool turbojet engine is referred to as configuration G and is

shown, schematically, in figure 7. The one-spool turbojet configuration is formed from

configuration C (fig. 3) (1) by eliminating the fan and second-stream calculations, (2) by

equating the conditions in volume V2.1 with the inlet conditions at station 2, (3) by

eliminating the low-pressure-turbine calculations, and (4) by equating the conditions in

volumes V 5 and V 6.

A two-spool turbojet is referred to as configuration H and is shown, schematically,

in figure 8. This configuration is formed from configuration E (fig. 5) by eliminating

the fan- tip and third- stream calculations.

For configurations E and F, an option (-2) is provided in the HYDES program to

allow the simulation of the fan tip without simulation of the fan hub. An example of this

type of engine would be an aft-fan engine with a single core (high-pressure) compressor.

For this option, the program does provide for supercharging of the high-pressure com-

pressor (if required). A supercharger pressure ratio is computed as a linear function

of the fan corrected speed. The supercharger torque is computed by using the high-

pressure compressor flow (volume V2.1 is assumed to be negligible). If super-

charging is not required, the appropriate coefficients are set to give a supercharger

pressure ratio of 1.0. When a gear-driven aft-fan is being simulated, the constant
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Kf2 is set equal to the gear ratio.

Another option (-1) is provided for those configurations requiring separate perfor-

mance maps for the fan hub and tip sections (A, B, E, and F). For these configurations,

the fan-tip performance data may be in terms of either the total fan flow (V_fl + _f2 ) or

the fan-tip flow wf2" Table I summarizes the configurations and options available with

the HYDES program. The simultaneous use of the -1 and -2 options is referred to as

the - 3 option.

TABLE I. - ENGINE CONFIGURATIONS AND OPTIONS FOR HYDES PROGRAM

Configuration Description

A

A-1

B

B-1

C

D

E

E-1

E-2

E-3

F

F-1

F-2

F-3

G

H

Two-spool, three-stream, unmixed turbofan; separate maps for fan

hub and tip sections

Same as configuration A with fan-tip performance in terms of total

fan flow

Two-spool, three-stream, mixed turbofan; mixing of first and third

streams; separate maps for fan hub and tip sections

Same as configuration B with fan-tip performance in terms of total

fan flow

Two-spool, two-stream, unmixed turbofan; entire fan described by

same map

Two-spool, two-stream, mixed turbofan; entire fan described by the

same map

Two-spool, two-stream, unmixed turbofan; separate maps for fan hub

and tip sections

Same as configuration E with fan-tip performance in terms of total

fan flow

Same as configuration E with fan hub performance simplified for super-

charger or aft-fan

Same as configuration E with fan-tip performance simplified for super-

charger or aft-fan

Two-spool, two-stream, mixed turbofan; separate maps for fan hub

and tip sections

Same as configuration F with fan-tip performance in terms of total

fan flow

Same as configuration F with fan-hub performance simplified for super-

charger or aft-fan

Same as configuration F with fan-tip performance simplified for

supercharger or aft-fan

One-spool turbojet

Two-spool turbojet



MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The first step in developing any simulation is the formulation of a mathematical

model. This model, in equation form, represents the functional relations that exist

between system variables. In the case of turbojet and turbofan engine systems_ these

variables are pressures, temperatures, flow rates, rotor speeds, and so forth.

Intercomponent Volumes

Pressures and temperatures are computed in each of the intercomponent volumes

shown in figures 1 to 8. In these volumes, storage of mass and energy occurs (ref. 6).

Modified forms of the continuity and energy equations written for each volume are

w Jo['ftP %'J- %ut'kl dt+wi
(1)

ZWin, jhin, j - h

T-- 1
C

V

MM

_1 W°ut'k _1- T Win , j
dt +T.

1

(2)

A summary of all equations written for specific components is given in appendix B.

With the results from equations (1) and (2), the pressure in the volume can be computed

from the ideal-gas law:

p = R WT (3)

V

The thermodynamic properties of air and fuel-air mixtures (Cp, cv, )', h) are

calculated by considering variable specific heats and no dissociation. The air and

fuel-air property tables of reference 7 were curve-fit by the authors of references 1

10



and 2. Those curve-fits were further simplified andused in the HYDESprogram. For
each intercomponent volume in a particular engine configuration, the following gasprop-
erties are calculated:

Cp= fl (T, f/a) (4)

R = f2 (f/a) (5)

R
cv = Cp - _- (6)

C V

(7)

h = f3 (T, f/a) (8)

where f/a is the local fuel-air ratio.

While the gas constant R is, in general, a variable when mixtures of gases are

considered, it was determined that the sensitivity of R to the fuel-air ratios expected

in this type of simulation could be neglected. Therefore, the gas constant of air R A

is used in equation (3). The use of a constant value of R also prevents the occurrence

of algebraic loops, which require iterative solutions.

Fans and Compressors

Fans and compressors can be modeled by a number of known techniques. One meth-

od is to represent multistage compressors with individual stage models (i. e., compute

pressure and temperature rises across each stage). This technique is referred to as

stage-stacking (ref. 8), but it requires a large computing facility when used in a total

engine simulation. For the HYDES program, fans and compressors are represented

by overall performance maps. This technique does not consider interstage gas dynam-

ics. The effects of interstage bleeds or variable geometry, if they exist, must be re-

flected in the overall performance data. Figure 9 shows the form of the fan and com-

pressor maps used in this program. Figure 9(a) shows a corrected flow parameter fpfc

plotted as a function of two variables - a pressure ratio pr and a corrected speed pa-

rameter fcnp. When performance data are not available for a particular fan or com-

pressor (as in the case of theoretical engines), it is necessary to scale available data

to the design point of the theoretical component. Scale factor (WACF, ETACF, PRCF)

11
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mance maps used in hybrid simulation.

are used to accomplish the performance scaling within the HYDES program. The valid-

ity of the scaled data decreases as the scale factors deviate from unity. Figure 9(b)

shows fan or compressor efficiency eff plotted as a function of the same two independ-

ent variables. The following equations are used to compute fan or compressor flow,

discharge enthalpy, and torque from specified inlet conditions, rotor speed, and back-

pressure:

Pout

P.
in

pr = + 1 (9)
PRCF

N

Ndes
fcnp = (I0)

in, des

12



fpfc = f4(Pr, fcnp) (11)

P.

(WACF) (fpfc) m

Ps!
(12)

eff = f5(Pr, fcnp) (13)

7] = (ETACF)(eff) (14)

F

tr = I'°-_ ut } - 1 (15)
i 1-" !
\ in/

out (16)

3 0J (hou t - hin)@
L = (17)

7rN

The fan or compressor discharge temperature T' and the corresponding en-out
thalpy h' represent the inlet conditions to the downstream volume (eq. (2)). If theout

fan or compressor is the only component feeding the volume, the discharge conditions

T'out and h'out will equal (in steady state) the temperature and enthalpy, respectively,

in the downstream volume.

The solution of equation (15) requires a knowledge of the "average" thermodynamic

properties in the fan or compressor. Since these properties are functions of temper-

ature, they vary throughout the component. For this reason, a temperature interpo-

lation constant fl is adjusted for each fan or compressor to match available steady-

state cycle data for the engine being simulated. That is,

T = flTin + (1 - _Tou t (18)

13



C-p: fl(T, f/a) (19)

= f2 (f/a) (20)

-6 =_ R
v p j

(21)

_=P

C
V

(22)

The calculated value for _' should agree with the specific-heat ratio used to define the

fan or compressor efficiency 7?. The temperature in the discharge volume Tou t is

used in calculating T- to avoid the occurrence of algebraic loops associated with the

use of T'
out"

Turbines

As in the case of fans and compressors, the most direct approach to modeling

multistage turbines would be to apply stage-stacking techniques. However, individual

stage performance data are usually not available. It is therefore necessary to repre-

sent turbines by overall performance maps. Figure 10 shows the form of the turbine

maps used in the HYDES program. Figure 10(a) shows a turbine flow parameter fpt

plotted as a function of pressure ratio pr and a turbine speed parameter trip.

Figure 10(b) shows a turbine enthalpy drop (work) parameter hpt plotted as a function

of the same two independent variables. As in the case of fans and compressors, scale

factors (CNCF, DHCF, TFCF) are used to scale available performance data to the design

point of theoretical turbines. The following equations are used to compute the turbine

flow, discharge enthalpy, and torque from specified inlet conditions, rotor speed, and

back-pressure:

pr = Pout (23)

P.
In
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tnp =
(CNCF) (N)

(24)

fpt = f6(Pr ,tnp) (25)

hpt = f7(Pr, tnp) (26)

(CNCF) (fpt)(Pm)(N)

(TFCF)(Tin)

(27)

Zih=
(DHCF)(hpt)(N) _ (CNCF)

1000
(28)

h' =h. - Ah
out m

(29)
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L - 30J(Ah)(_) (30)
7rN

It should be noted that a factor of 1000 has been included in the definition of the enthalpy

parameter hpt.

In general, the discharge enthalpy for the turbine h' does not equal (in steady-out

state) the enthalpy in the downstream volume hout because of the mixing of the turbine

flow with the turbine cooling bleed.

Rotor Dynamics

After the fan, compressor, and turbine torques are computed, the rotor speed

(or speeds) is computed by using the conservation of angular momentum. That is,

N 30 _0 "t
=m AL dt +N.

rrI 1
(31)

where AL denotes the difference between the driving turbine torque and the load torque

(fans or compressors) and I represents the polar moment of inertia for the spool.

Nozzles

For all the engine configurations being considered (figs. 1 to 8), flows must be

computed for each nozzle. All nozzles are assumed to be the convergent type, and the

flow processes are assumed to be isentropic. For a specified inlet pressure, there

exists, for each nozzle, a critical back-pressure (ref. 6) given by

: (32)
Pcr _T-_/ Pin

If the back-pressure is higher than the critical pressure, the flow is subsonic at

the nozzle throat and may be expressed as

16



1]i gc A (P°ut / 21' _*= Pin -_

RTin \ Pin/ \ Pin

(33)

If the back-pressure is lower than the critical pressure, the flow is sonic or "choked"

at the nozzle throat. For this case, the flow is given by

(34)

For those nozzles where thrust calculations are required, the following equations are

used:

7-__!

Pout 7

CpTin -
(35)

for subsonic flow, and

for sonic flow.

F = CvW 2_ CpTin

1 - Pcr 7
+ A(Pcr - Pout) (36)

To minimize the digital computation time, the effects of varying 7 and R in the

nozzle flow and thrust calculations have been neglected in the HYDES program. A

constant value of y, 1.35, and the gas constant of air are used for all nozzle calcu-

lations.

The turbine cooling, control, and overboard bleed flows are treated in the same

manner as the nozzle flows. However, the high pressure ratios between the compressor

discharge volume V 3 and the turbine discharge volumes V 5 and V 6 and the ambient

pressure allow the turbine cooling and overboard bleed flows to be computed by using

equation (34) without testing the pressure ratio.
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Combustor and Ducts

For all engine configurations, total pressure losses are assumedin the combustor
and in eachof the bypass ducts (for turbofans_ Mach numbers in the combustor and
ducts are assumedto be low enoughto allow the assumptionof incompressible flow.
Flows are computedfrom

/p Pout
= "l/ in

V
(37)

where _ is the flow resistance as determined from steady-state design-point data.

The inlet and discharge pressures for the combustor and bypass ducts are computed

by using equations (1) to (3). For the bypass ducts, no heat addition to the ducts is

assumed. Therefore, the input enthalpy for the duct-discharge temperature calculation

is the enthalpy in the duct inlet volume. For the combustor, heat addition due to the

burning of the injected fuel is assumed to take place in the combustor discharge volume

V 4. In the calculation of the combustor discharge temperature T4, the input energy

to the volume V4 is given by

NN

_Vin, j hin, j : @bhb + _Ib_vFHVF (38)

where hb denotes the enthalpy of the combustor air. For this program, a constant

combustor efficiency % is assumed. An interpolation constant _b is adjusted to

satisfy steady-state cycle data. That is,

"Tb =_bT3 + (1 -fib)T4 (39)

hb= f3 ITb ' (f/a)4]

_vF
(f/a)4 = __

Wb

(40)

(41)
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HYBRID COMPUTERPROGRAM

Hybrid ComputingSystem

The HYDESprogram was developedfor running on the Lewis Research Center's
Electronic Associates (EAI) Model 690Hybrid ComputingSystem. The 690System
(ref. 9) consists of an EAI 640 Digital Computer, an EAI 693Hybrid Interface Unit,
and an EAI 680Analog Computer.

The basic digital computer has 16384 words of core storage. Floating-point (real)
numbers are represented by two 16-bit words. Scaled-fractions (numbers less than 1.0)
are represented by a single 16-bit word. Arithmetic operations canbe performed by
the digital computer for both floating-point and scaled-fraction numbers. For digital
input and output, the hybrid computer uses a teletypewriter, a high-speed paper-tape
reader, and a high-speedpaper-tape punch.

The interface unit provides the necessary communicationbetweenthe analog and
digital computers. Twenty-four analog-to-digital converters (ADC's) are used to
transmit analog signals to the digital. Twenty-four digital-to-analog converters (DAC's)
are used to transmit digital signals to the analog. The interface system also contains
16 control lines and eight senselines. The logical states of the control lines are set
by the digital program and may be sensedon the analog. Similarly, the logical states
of the sense lines are set by the analogand sensedby the digital. Eight sense switches
canbe positioned at the digital control consoleandtested by the digital program.

The analog computer performs all the operations characteristic of analog machines
(i.e., summing, integration with respect to time, limiting, attenuation, multiplication,
function generation, etc. ). The analog computer contains a total of 156amplifiers,
124potentiometers, and 24quarter-square multipliers. In addition, the analog contains
16 comparators and 16 function relays which canbe positioned by either the digital or
analog computers. The use of peripheral equipmentsuch as x-y plotters and strip-chart
recorders allows continuousmonitoring by the user of computedvariables.

Scaling

To reduce the core requirements and computationtime of the digital portion of the
HYDESprogram, it was decidedto use scaled fractions throughout the digital program.
Therefore, all digital variables are scaled so as not to exceedunity during the program
execution. For each variable x, a scale factor SFx is chosenso as to limit the scaled

variable X = x/SF x to the range -l_X _ +1. Similarly, all analog variables are scaled

so that no analog signal exceeds 1.0 computer unit (10 volts on the EAI 680 computer).
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While the choice of most scale factors is left to the user, certain variables have
beenprescaled to minimize core storage requirements. For example, all fuel-air
ratios are scaled for a maximum of 0.05. In addition, certain variables are assumedto
have the same scale factors as other variables. Table H contains a list of prescaled
variables, their respective scale factors, and the implied relations betweenscale
factors.

In addition to the previously described amplitude scaling, it is often necessary to
time-scale the analogportion of a dynamic simulation. To allow the treatment of dig-
ital outputs as continuousinput signals to the analog, a sufficient number of cycles
through the digital loop must occur for each cycle of the analogfrequencies. In some
cases, computational stability canonly be achievedby decreasing the analog frequencies.

A time-scale factor SFt, is selected such that the computer time t' equalsSFt, t. For

TABLE II. - PRESCALED VARIABLES FOR

HYDES PROGRAM

Variable, x Scale factor a, SF x

T2, 1' T2.1, %.

T3.2' T2.2' T3.5' Tfl'j

I

JTf 2

T_, T 3 -Tc

T 4 , T b

T_, T 5

T_, T 6, T 7

h i

Cp, c v

F 1

3v2

tr

f/a

555.55 K (1000 ° R)

1t11.1 K (2000 ° R)

2777.8 K (5000 ° R)

2222.2 K (4000 ° R)

1388.9 K (2500 ° R)

SFTISFcp I

2092.2 J/kg-K (0.5 Btu/lbm-°R)

2.0

1.0

1.0

1.25

0.05

aThe following relations between scale factors are assumed:

SFTRQTI=SFTRQC

SFwDF1--SFwDc=SFwDB=SFwDTI=SFwDT2=SFwDN1

SFwDF2=SFwDv3=SEwDN2

SFWDv2=SFwDN4

SFp3=SFp4

SFp32=SFp35

SFps=SFpI N for nozzles

2O
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this definition of SF t,, a value exceeding 1.0 corresponds to a "slowing down" of the

analog problem.

The selection of a suitable time-scale factor requires the user to estimate the real-

time frequencies associated with the engine dynamics. Analog frequencies can be esti-

mated for each intercomponent volume by assuming a "resistive" termination down-

stream. For this simplified first-order model, the time constant associated with each

volume is given by

W PV 1
7- - - : -- (42)

where W is the stored mass in the volume,

and w a is the real-time analog frequency.

cutoff frequency associated with the volume is given by

_v is the total flow through the volume,

The ratio of digital frequency to the scaled

a_d 27r/SFt,t "r
(43)

w a t d

where t d is the cycle time for the digital program. The cycle time for the existing

digital program varies depending on the engine configuration but is between 23 and

44 milliseconds. Experience has shown that a minimum frequency ratio of 50:1 at the

design point results in computational stability. A smaller ratio might prove satisfactory

for a particular engine simulation, however. The achievement of this minimum ratio

usually requires a combination of time scaling (SFt,) and increasing of the smaller inter-

component volumes V. When increasing the volume above the actual value, care should

be taken to keep the decreased cutoff frequency above the range of frequencies of

interest.

For solution on the analog or digital computer, the equations given in appendix B

must be rewritten in terms of scaled variables. Appendix C contains the definitions

of the scaled (computer) variables. For the scaled equations solved on the digital com-

puter, the scale factors and engine parameters are combined to form digital coeffi-

cients SC(i). Similarly, the scale factors and engine parameters appearing in the

analog-solved equations are combined to form analog coefficients C(i). Appendix D con-

tains the definitions of the digital and analog coefficients.
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Engine Definition

The use of the HYDESprogram to simulate any of the configurations described in
table I requires the user to supply to the computer information which defines the engine
to be studied. The engine configuration is specified by a set of logical variables. These
variables are either "TRUE" or "FALSE." The meansof setting thesevariables is dis-
cussedin the section Input Data Preparation. Table HI lists the combinations of these
variables which define the 16configurations (with options) previously discussed. Combi-
nations of the variables which do not appear in table III may lead to fallacious results
and should be avoided.

The logical variable HBPR="TRUE" denotesa fan requiring separate performance
maps for the fan hub andtip sections (configurations A, B, E, and F). The variable
MIX="TRUE" denotesmixed turbofans (configurations B, D, and F). The variable
STRM3="TRUE" denotesthree-stream turbofans (configurations A and B).
TURBJI="TRUE" and TURBJ2="TRUE" denoteone-spool and two-spool turbojets,
respectively (configurations G and H). For the HBPR="TRUE" configurations,
SPLIT="TRUE" denotesthe fan-tip performance data expressed in terms of total fan
flow (-1 option). For the case whenHBPR="TRUE" andSTRM3="FALSE", SUPER=
"TRUE" denotesthe simplified fan-hub performance map previously discussed (-2

22

TABLE HI. - LOGICAL VARIABLES DENOTING ENGINE CONFIGURATIONS

AND OPTIONS FOR HYDES PROGRAM a

Configu ration Logical variable

HBPR MIX

A T F

A-1 F]
B ! T

B-1 _r T

C F F

D F T

E T F

E-I I

E-2E-3

F T

F-1

F-2

F-3 'r

G F F

It F F

STRM3 TURBJ1

T F

I

I
F

't

T

'r F

TURBJ2

F

aT denotes "TRUE" and F denotes "FALSE. "

SUPER

F

T

T

F

F

T

T

F

F

SPLIT

F

T

F

T

F

F

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

F



option).

To simulate a particular engine, the user must supply the values for the analog and

digital coefficients defined in appendix D. The means of inputting these coefficients to

the computer is discussed in the section Input Data Preparation. The digital coefficients

are assumed to be scale fractions (less than unity). If a calculated value exceeds unity

for the selected scale factors and/or engine parameters, the coefficient must be rede-

fined and the corresponding equation (or equations) modified accordingly° Similarly,

the analog coefficients defined in appendix D represent potentiometer settings which

should be less than 1.0. Redefinition of an analog coefficient requires a corresponding

change in an amplifier gain on the analog computer. The definitions of the analog and

digital coefficients listed in appendix D have been chosen so as to minimize the changes

required to simulate a wide range of engine types and sizes.

Digital Program

The digital portion of the HYDES program is used, primarily, to compute the time

derivatives associated with the engine system's dynamics. The bracketed terms in

equations (1) and (2) and the torque differentials associated with equation (31) are com-

puted on the digital and transmitted to the analog by means of the DAC's. The analog

computer is then used to compute the pressures, temperatures, and rotor speeds which

are required as input to the digital program and are input through the ADC's.

Because of the large size of the simulation, the digital program was divided into

two parts - a data input program and the main program.

Data input program. - The data input program reads and stores (1) digital coeffi-

cients SC(i), (2) initial conditions for the DAC's AI(i), (3) scale factors for the compon-

ent map data, and (4) unscaled component performance data. The program proceeds to

scale the component map data and stores the SC(i)'s, AI(i)'s, and scaled map data in

COMMON blocks shared by the main program and associated subprograms. The pro-

gram then tests the position of user-set sense switches to determine the states of the

logical variables HBPR, MIX, etc. (see table III). Based on the specified configuration,

the scaled component map data are stored in the proper storage locations.

The data input program (and associated library routines) requires 7367 words of

core storage. Included in this total are 2214 words of storage used for the COMMON

data. Appendix E contains a FORTRAN listing of the data input program as written for

the Lewis Research Center's hybrid system. (The reading-in of the scaled-fraction

SC(i) and AI(i) data requires the use of a special S format (ref. 10) in statement 5 of

the listing. )

Main program. - The main digital program is used to perform all the algebraic
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computation and function generation required to compute the temperature, stored-mass,

and rotor-speed derivatives. The main program also tests sense switches to determine

the engine configuration and proper branching within the program.

To reduce the core storage requirements, the main program utilizes subroutines to

perform repeated operations. For example, a subroutine FNCMP is used to solve the

scaled versions of equations (9) to (17) for each of the fans and/or compressors. The

following section describes each of the subroutines utilized by the main program. The

main digital program (and associated subroutines and library routines) requires 11 304

words of core storage. Included in this total are the 2214 words of storage used for

COMMON data.

The math program accepts current values of pressures, temperatures, rotor

speeds, nozzle areas, and fuel flow as input from the analog computer. Updated values

for temperature derivatives, stored-mass derivatives, torque differentials, compressor

map variables, and thrust are output to the analog through the DAC's. The user, by

depressing a sense switch, can direct the program to output current values of selected

engine variables on the teletype. The program also tests for scaled-fraction overflows

and will output an appropriate message at the teletype if an overflow occurs. Appendix

E contains a FORTRAN listing of the main program as written for the Lewis hybrid

system. (The use of scaled fractions in the main program requires the suffix S on

fractional constants and a special routine SSQRT to perform the square root operation

(ref. 10)).

Subroutines. - The various subroutines called by the main digital program are

listed here and the function of each is described. FORTRAN listings of the subroutines

are included in appendix E.

PROCOM: Subroutine PROCOM calculates thermodynamic gas properties either for

air or for a JP4-atr mixture using curve-fits of the tables of reference 7. Inputs to the

subroutine are the scaled-fraction temperature (rescaled for a maximum of 277.8 K

(5000 ° R) prior to being input) and the scaled-fraction fuel-air ratio (scaled for a maxi-

mum of 0.05). The outputs of the subroutine are the scaled-fraction specific heats

(scaled for a maximum of 0.5), the specific-heat ratio (scaled for a maximum of 2.0),

and enthalpy (scaled for a maximum of 3. 487×106 J/kg (1500 Btu/lbm). A FORTRAN

listing of subroutine PROCOM is given in appendix E.

TRAT: Subroutine TRAT calculates the isentropic temperature rise parameter

(zkT/Tin)i d for a fan or compressor. The subroutine is called by the main program

when SUPER=_tTRUE '' and by FNCMP. The inputs to TRAT are the scaled-fraction

pressure ratio (rescaled for a maximum of 15.0 prior to being input) and the average

specific-heat ratio (scaled for a maximum of 2.0). The output of the subroutine is the

scaled-fraction temperature rise parameter (scaled for a maximum of 1.25). Subroutine

TRAT makes use of calls to subroutines NMXTR and CLCTR to perform the necessary
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calculations. A FORTRAN listing of subroutine TRAT is given in appendix E.

NOZZL: Subroutine NOZZL computes those terms, sensitive to pressure ratio and

specific-heat ratio, required in the calculation of flow and thrust for a convergent nozzle.

The inputs to the subroutine are the scaled-fraction inlet and exit pressures and the

ratio of the exit and inlet pressure scale factors. The outputs of the subroutine are the

functions

and

1-(_ _'

\ in/

(both scaled for a maximum of 1.0) and the static pressure at the nozzle throat Ps

(scaled the same as Pin ). The specific-heat ratio T is assumed to be 1.35 for these

calculations. Subroutine NOZZL makes use of calls to subroutines NRMPN, CLCFN,

and CLCWN to perform the necessary calculations. A FORTRAN listing of subroutine

NOZZL is given in appendix E.

FNCMP: Subroutine FNCMP calculates the flow, discharge enthalpy, and torque

for a fan or compressor. The inputs to the subroutine are a component index N (N=I

for the fan hub or low-pressure compressor, N=2 for the high-pressure compressor,

N=3 for the fan tip) and the scaled-fraction inlet pressure, inlet temperature, inlet

enthalpy, exit pressure, exit volume temperature, and fraction of design rotor speed

(the latter scaled for a maximum of 2.0). The outputs of the subroutine are the scaled-

fraction flow, discharge enthalpy, torque, map pressure ratio, and map flow parameter.

Subroutine FNCMP makes use of calls to subroutine MAPFUN to perform the radial

interpolation of the map data stored in COMMON arrays. A FORTRAN listing of sub-

routine FNCMP is given in appendix E.

TURB: Subroutine TURB calculates the flow, discharge enthalpy, and torque for

turbines. Subroutine TURB is similar to subroutine FNCMP in operation. The inputs

to TURB are a component index N (N=I for the high-pressure turbine, N=2 for the low-

pressure turbine) and the scaled-fraction inlet pressure, inlet temperature, inlet

enthalpy, exit pressure, and fraction of design rotor speed (scaled for a maximum of
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2.0). The outputs of the subroutine are the scaled-fraction flow, discharge enthalpy,

and torque. The FORTRAN listing of subroutine TURB is given in appendix E.

NRMPN: Subroutine NRMPN converts a scaled-fraction pressure ratio to a format

suitable for use with the library-supplied function generation routines. Subroutine

NRMPN is called by subroutine NOZZL and contains the pressure-ratio breakpoints

used in the computation of the nozzle flow and thrust functions. The input to the sub-

routine is the scaled-fraction pressure ratio (scaled for a maximum of 1.0). The out-

puts of the subroutine are the normalized pressure ratio and an integer ERRFLG used

to signal an out-of-range input. A FORTRAN listing of NRMPN is given in appendix E.

CLCFN: Subroutine CLCFN generates the function

1 _ _Pout_ _'

\ Pin/

required for convergent nozzle thrust calculations. Subroutine CLCFN is called by sub-

routine NOZZL and contains the function values (scaled for a maximum of 1.0) corres-

ponding to the breakpoints contained in NRMPN with Y equal to 1.3 5. The input to the

subroutine is the normalized pressure ratio. The output of the subroutine is the scaled-

fraction thrust function. A FORTRAN listing of CLCFN is given in appendix E.

CLCWN: Subroutine CLCWN generates the function

[
required for convergent nozzle flow calculations. CLCWN is called by subroutine NOZZL

and contains the function values (scaled for a maximum of 1.0) corresponding to the

breakpoints contained in NRMPN with _J equal to 1.35. While the input to the sub-

routine is the normalized pressure ratio, it need not be included as an argument in the

call statement when following a similar call to CLCFNo The output of the subroutine is

the scaled-fraction flow function. A FORTRAN listing of CLCWN is given in appendix E.

NMXTR: Subroutine NMXTR converts a scaled-_raction pressure ratio to a format

suitable for use with the library-supplied function generation routines. NMXTR is

called by subroutine TRAT and contains the pressure ratio breakpoints (scaled for a

maximum of 15.0) used in the computation of the isentropic temperature rise parameter

for fans and compressors. The input to the subroutine is the rescaled pressure ratio.
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The outputs of the subroutine are the normalized pressure ratio and an integer ERRFLG

used to signal an out-of-range input. A FORTRAN listing of NMXTR is given in appen-

dix E.

CLCTR: Subroutine CLCTR generates the isentropic temperature rise parameter

(AT/Tin)id for a fan or compressor. CLCTR is called by subroutine TRAT and con-

tains the parameter values (scaled for a maximum of 1.25) corresponding to the break-

points contained in NMXTR with _/ equal to 1.35. The input to the subroutine is the

normalized pressure ratio from NMXTR. The output of the subroutine is the scaled-

fraction temperature rise parameter. A FORTRAN listing of CLCTR is given in appen-

dix E.

MAPFUN: Subroutine MAPFUN generates functions of two variables by radial

interpolation. MAPFUN is called by subroutines FNCMP and TURB to calculate perfor-

mance map outputs for specified pressure ratios and rotor speeds. The inputs to

MAPFUN are a map index MN, the scaled-fraction pressure ratio, and the scaled-

fraction corrected speed parameter. The map index is defined as follows: MN=I for a

fan-hub flow map, MN=2 for a fan-hub efficiency map, MN=3 for a high-pressure-

compressor flow map, MN=4 for a high-pressure-compressor efficiency map, MN=5 for

a high-pressure-turbine flow map, MN=6 for a high-pressure-turbine enthalpy drop map,

MN=7 for a low-pressure-turbine flow map, MN=8 for a low-pressure-turbine enthalpy

drop map, MN=9 for a fan-tip flow map, and MN=10 for a fan-tip efficiency map. The

output of the subroutine is the appropriate scaled map variable. The scaled map data

and search indices are shared by MAPFUN through the use of COMMON arrays. A

FORTRAN listing of MAPFUN is given in appendix E.

MOOR: Subroutine MOOR signals the occurrence of out-of-range inputs to maps

generated by MAPFUN. Termination of input data for fans and compressors at the stall

line results in MOOR signaling fan or compressor stall. Subroutine MOOR may be

written to suit the needs of the user. A FORTRAN listing of the existing version of

MOOR in given in appendix E.

In addition to the subroutines previously described, the digital program makes use of

a number of library-supplied routines. Subroutines VBNS, FNGN1, FNLK1, and CBNS

are part of the library function generation system (ref. ll) and are used to generate

functions of one variable. These routines are called by subroutines CLCFN, CLCWN,

and CLCTR. For other computing systems, similar function generation routines are

usually available. Library routines are also required for performing scaled-fraction

arithmetic, integer and logical operations, input-output control, and hybrid linkage.
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Analog Program

The analog portion of the HYDES program is used, primarily, to perform the inte-

gration with respect to time associated with the engine dynamics. Appendix F is a

summary of the scaled equations, solved on the analog computer. For each intercom-

ponent volume, the scaled-fraction stored mass, temperature, and pressure are compu-

ted by using the scaled versions of equations (i) to (3). Figure ii illustratesthe analog

calculationof pressure P3 and temperature T3. Other pressures and temperatures

are calculated in the same way.

The analog coefficientsC(i) are calculated by the user from the definitionscontained

in appendix D. Scaled-fraction rotor speeds are computed by using the scaled version

of equation (31).

Inputs to the analog (through the DAC's) are the scaled stored-mass derivatives

DW , the scaled temperature derivative terms T___DN, and the scaled torque differen-

tialsDTQT1 and DTQT2. Derivatives for volumes or spools not being used are set to

zero by the digitalprogram (see main program listing). Control lines are also set to

allow the user to hold the appropriate analog integrators in the initialcondition (IC) if

driftbecomes a problem. Also input to the analog (fordisplay purposes) are the high-

pressure-compressor map pressure ratio PRC and flow parameter FPC, total engine

thrust TAUT, and either the fan-hub flow WDF1 for HBPR="FALSE" or the fan-tip flow

C(M) _ C(10)

+w31 +T3 XLJ - LJ

@ C(ll}

-DW3

Figure II. - Analog computation of high-compressor discharge conditions in
combustor inlet volume.
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WDF2 for HBPR="TRUE. " The choice of variables to be transmitted to the analog for

display was dictated by the shortage of available DAC channels and might be changed by

the user for a particular problem. The outputs from the analog (through the DAC's) are

the scaled pressures P___, temperatures T._, and the fraction of design rotor speeds

I_NT1 and PCNT2. Also supplied to the digital by the analog are the scaled nozzle

areas AN1 and AN2, the scaled inlet pressure P2, and fuel flow WDF. Again, the

choice of these variables was dictated by the shortage of available ADC channels.

The basic HYDES program does not provide for the simulation of control system

dynamics. The shortage of hybrid interface channels does, however, dictate that the

simulation of controls take place on the analog computer. The simulation of a selected

engine and fuel control is described in a following section. That example illustrates

the relation between an analog-simulated fuel control and the basic hybrid engine simula-

tion and demonstrates the transient operation of the program. The analog portion of the

simulation (without controls) requires 16 summers, 20 integrators, 18 quarter-square

multipliers, and 57 attenuators.

Input Data Preparation

The use of the HYDES program requires that the user provide input data appropriate

to the engine system being simulated. These data include (1) values for the logical

variables HBPR, MIX, STRM3, TURBJ1, TURBJ2, SUPER, and SPLIT which define

the engine configuration; (2) values for the digital coefficients SC(i); (3) initial condi-

tions AI(i) for the DAC variables; (4) unscaled performance data for the fans, compres-

sors, and turbines; (5) scale factors to be used in scaling the component performance

data; and (6) values for the analog coefficients C(i). The following sections describe

the preparation of this input data and the steps required to input the data to the computer.

Configuration specification. - The execution of the data input program and the main

digital program (appendix E) requires that the user specify the engine configuration to

be simulated. For the existing programs, the configuration specification is accomplished

by depressing sense switches at the control console. Table IV summarizes the configu-

ration specification procedure.

Prior to executing the data input program, the user must position sense switches 2,

5, 6, and 7 as dictated by table IV. For the one-spool turbojet case (configuration G),

depressing sense switch 5 results in the logical variable TURBJ1 being set "TRUE" in

the data input program. By sensing this value of TURBJ1, the data input program

accepts performance data for only one compressor and turbine and stores the resultant

scaled component data in the proper locations. For configurations A, B, E, and F,

sense switch 2 is depressed by the user, resulting in the logical variable HBPR being
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set "TRUE" in the data input program. This provides for the input and storage of per-

formance data for a fan or compressor in the bypass stream (fig. 5). For either configu-

ration E or F, the user may depress sense switch 7, resulting in the variable SUPER

being set "TRUE" in the data input program. This option (-2) bypasses the data input

and storage required for mapping the fan hub (low-pressure compressor). A linear

relation between the "supercharger" pressure ratio and corrected speed is used in the

main program in place of the usual performance map.

The execution of the data input program results in the required component perfor-

mance data, digital coefficients, and DAC initial conditions being stored in the proper

storage locations for the selected configuration. However, further configuration defini-

tion is required prior to executing the main program (table IV). If mixing of streams is

desired (configurations B, D, or F), sense switch 3 is depressed, resulting in a logical

variable MIX being set "TRUE" in the main program. This variable is tested in the

program to accomplish the necessary branching and computation associated with volume

V 7 and the mixed nozzle. For the three-stream configurations (configurations A or B),

sense switch 4 is depressed, resulting in the logical variable STRM3 being set "TRUE."

This option provides for the branching and computation associated with volume V2. 2

and the fourth nozzle (fig. 1). For configurations A, B, E, and F, depressing sense

switch 8 results in the variable SPLIT being set "TRUE" in the main program. The

program then interprets the fan-tip data as being in terms of the total fan flow (-1

option). For this case, the flow output of the N=3 call to subroutine FNCMP (fan tip)

is assumed to be the total fan flow. The bypass flow is then calculated by subtracting

the fan-hub flow from the total fan flow. Since the torque output of the N=3 call to

FNCMP is computed by using the total fan flow, it must be multiplied by the ratio of

bypass flow to total fan flow.

Digital coefficients and DAC initial conditions. - The solution of the scaled equations

in the main program (appendix E) requires that the digital coefficients SC(i) be stored ,n

a COMMON array by using the data input program. The data input program is set up to

accept NSC values of SC(i), where NSC < 125. The existing program uses 103 values

of SC(i). The addition of a limited number of new equations and coefficients to the main

program may be accomplished without modifying the data input program. The values of

the SC(i)'s are calculated by the user from the definitions given in appendix D. The

ordering of calculations in the program was chosen to allow the SC(i)'s to be represented

as scaled fractions. If a calculated SC(i) equals or exceeds unity, the coefficient must

be redefined or scale factors changed to correct the situation.

In addition to the NSC values of the digital coefficients, the user must also specify

initial conditions to be transmitted to the analog through the 24 DAC's. Since, for the

existing program, the DAC's are used only for transmitting derivatives and display

variables, the initial conditions may be set to zero.
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In the Lewis hybrid computingsystem, digital input is accomplishedby using paper
tapeand a high-speed paper-tape reader. Table V illustrates the format used for the
input of the digital coefficients and DAC initial condition data. The first line (starting
in column 1) contains the integer value of NSC(I4 format). The next lines contain the
scaled-fraction values of the digital coefficients (5S8format). The last five lines con-
tain the scaled-fraction values of the DAC initial conditions (5S8format).

For certain engineconfigurations, a particular digital coefficient may not be needed.
A value of unity (0. 99999)shouldbe inserted in the data.

Component performance data. - The data input program is used to input, scale, and

store performance data for the fans, compressors, and turbines associated with the

engine being simulated. Fan and compressor data, in the form shown in figure 9, are

required. Turbine data must be in the form shown in figure 10.

Fan and compressor performance data are usually found in the form shown in figure

12. The conversion of this data to the desired form merely involves reversing the

pressure ratio and corrected flow axes for the flow map and the reading of efficiency

values along constant speed lines at selected values of pressure ratio for the efficiency

map.

103

.51867

.45731

.31877

.38623

.00000

.00000

.00000

.00000

.02000

02667

99999
39203

12752

40436
79212

99999
08333

00000
00000

24941
.06667

.00000

.00000
.00000

.00000

.00000

TABLE V. - DIGITAL COEFFICIENT AND DAC INITIAL

CONDITION INPUT DATA (CONFIGURATION E)

.00000

59066
40000

80000
00000

07500
00000

13906
99158

99999
99999

23858
17090

76349
96400
54454

04122

00000
-.10539

.25028

.00000

.00000

.00000

.00000

.00000
.00000

00000

66125
06667
43427
00000

00000
00000

20000
14615

00000
20000

37063
10000

49547
62554

99999
28516

22443
00045

.50000

.73500

.00000

.00000

.00000

.00000

.00000

.99999

.40000.

.03333

.16491

.10000

.00000

.00000

.06667

.02000

00000
25000

00000
12500

63501
82422

.16667

.01532

.00000

-.00801
.28284

.00000

.00000

.00000

.00000

.00000

.99999

99999
80000

26667
99999

00000
00000

03333

03333
20000
40472

00000
29280

96400
75317

66667
00000

00000

25409
00500

.00000

.00000

.00000

.00000

Integer value of NSC

Scaled-fraction values of

digital coefficients

Scaled-fraction values

of initialconditions
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Figure 12. - Typical fan or compressor performance data.
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Figure 13. - Typical turbine performance data.

Turbine performance data are usually found in the form shown in figure 13. A

turbine work function dht = Ah/Tin is plotted against the turbine corrected speed for

flow function tff = _v T_-in/Pin and efficiency.constant values of the turbine corrected

Since the hybrid program uses pressure ratio as an independent variable in turbine

calculations, the performance data shown in figure 13 must be converted to a more

suitable form.

A digital program, written in FORTRAN for running on the IBM 7094 computer, has

been developed by the authors of reference 8 to accomplish the turbine map conversion.

Appendix G contains a listing of that program. For each selected speed parameter (in
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ascending order), values of the flow function and efficiency are read from figure 13 for

selected values of the work function. These values, together with the desired pressure

ratio breakpoints, are read into the conversion program. The conversion program

proceeds (1) to compute the pressure ratio at each specified point on the map; (2) to

interpolate, for each speed parameter, the input data to determine values of the work

function and flow function at the specified pressure-ratio breakpoints; (3) to convert

the work function and flow function values to the desired flow and enthalpy drop para-

meters (i. e., hpt = dht/tnp and fpt = tff/tnp). Since the available turbine map data

might have to be scaled to the design point of a theoretical engine, the map scaling

coefficients DHCF and ETTCF must be used in the calculation of actual pressure ratios

in the conversion program. Also required as input to the conversion program are the

specific-heat ratio GAM and the specific heat CP for the turbine. The values corres-

ponding to the design-point discharge temperature and turbine fuel-air ratio are used.

The output data from the conversion program are plotted in the form shown in figure 10

to facilitate the removal of any irregularities that may exist in the computed data.

The configuration specification outlined in table IV enables the user to input only the

data for components actually required in the simulation. The order of input of map data

is (1) fan-hub flow map (if required), (2) fan-hub efficiency map (if required), (3) high-

pressure-compressor flow map, (4) high-pressure-compressor efficiency map, (5)

high-pressure-turbine flow map, (6) high-pressure-turbine enthalpy drop map, (7) low-

pressure-turbine flow map (if required), (8) low-pressure-turbine enthalpy drop map

(if required), (9) fan-tip flow map (if required) (in terms of total fan flow for SPLIT=

"TRUE" option), and (10) fan-tip efficiency map (if required)°

For the existing data input program, the number of curves per map NCV and the

number of points per curve NPT have been set to eight. These values may be changed

by the user, provided the limits of MAPFUN (NPT < 10, NCV < 8) are not exceeded.

Table VI illustrates the format used for the input of the component performance

data. For convenience, all data are placed on one data tape. For each map, the first

line of data (starting in column 1) contains the map scale factors XSC, YSC, and ZSC

(3F9.4 format). These scale factors are real numbers and are used to scale the map

pressure ratio, speed parameter, and map output, respectively. For example, if the

maximum pressure ratio on the map is 10.0, a scale factor of XSC=20 might be chosen.

The second line of data contains the eight values of the unscaled speed parameter for the

map in ascending order (8F9.3 format). The next 16 lines contain the unscaled-pressure-

ratio map output pairs for each specified speed parameter. The data are arranged

(four pairs to a line) in order of ascending pressure ratio, starting with the data for the

lowest speed parameter. An 8F9.4 format is used. (The scale factor on the speed

parameter for fans and compressors must be 2. 0, and the scale factor on turbine
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pressure ratio must be 1.0. ) The inclusion of scale factors as input data allows the

user to input dimensioned map data in any desired system of units.

Analog coefficients. - Prior to the execution of the main program, the analog pro-

gram should be set up to perform the calculations listed in appendix F. The amplifier

gains and attenuator settings should be set to achieve the analog coefficients C(i)

defined in appendix D. The existing program (without controls) uses 57 values of C(i).

If, for a particular engine configuration, a portion of the analog simulation is not

used (e. g., calculation of W22, T22, and P22 for STRM3="FALSE" engines), the

corresponding coefficients should be set by the user to values that will not result in

analog component overloads. Since the initial condition on the stored mass is used as

the denominator in the temperature calculation (fig. 11), it should not be set to zero.

EXAM PLES

To demonstrate the flexibility of the hybrid computer program, together with its

steady-state and transient computing capabilities, two engine types are discussed as

examples. The first - a single-spool, nonafterburning turbojet (configuration G) -

represents the minimum requirement in terms of component performance mapping

capability. The second - a high-bypass, two-spool, two-stream turbofan (configura-

tion E) - requires the full performance mapping capability of the program.

Single-Spool Turbojet (Configuration G)

A single-spool turbojet, described in table VII, was operated at NASA's Lewis

Research Center to determine the effect of inlet distortion on compressor stall limits.

The HYDES program was used to support those studies, and results from the program

will serve to demonstrate both the off-design and dynamic capabilities of the program.

Table VII lists the design-point and engine parameter data for the selected turbojet

engine. The unity values for the component scaling coefficients (WACCF, DHHPCF,

etc. ) shown in table VII indicate that the performance data for the compressor and

turbine were available and not a result of scaling of other component data. The

compressor temperature interpolation constant /_c was adjusted to give T_ = T 3 at the

design point by using equations (B20) to (B23). Similarly, the temperature interpolation

constant for the combustor fib was adjusted to give

m

h b = [1 + (f/a)4] h 4 _ (f/a)4_qb(HVF) (44)

4O

lJ!
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TABLE VIII. - SCALE FACTORS FOR SELECTED ONE-SPOOL

TURBOJET (CONFIGURATION G)

[Computer time, t', 100t.]

Unsealed variable, x Scaled variable, X Scale factor, SF x

P2.1

P3

P4

P5

P7

W 3

W 4

w5
W C

_bb

wt 1

Wnl

v_F

Wbl 1

Ltl, L c

An1

Fnl, Fto t

tlnp

fptl

Ahtl

hptl

prc

fpc

cnp

ceff

P21

P3

P4

P5

P7

W3

W4

W5

WDC

WDB

WDT1

WDN1

WDF

WDBL 1

t3. 790 N/em 2 (20 psia)

137.90 N/em 2 (200 psia)

137.90 N/em 2 (200 psta)

34. 474 N/cm 2 (50 psia)

13. 790 N/cm 2 (20 psia)

0. 22680 kg (0.5 Ibm)

0. 09072 kg (0.2 lbm)

0. 09072 kg (0.2 Ibm)

45. 359 kg/sec ( 100 lbm/sec)

_P

0. 45359 kg/sec (1.0 lbmt/sec)

0. 90718 kg/sec (2.0 Ibm/see)

TRQT1, TRQC

AN1

TAUN1, TAUT

T1NP

FPT1

DHT1

HPT1

PRC

FPC

CNP

CEFF

4.5194×105 N-em (4×104 in.-lbf)

1290.3 cm 2 (200 in. 2)

2. 2241×104 N (5000 lbf) .

1341.6 rpm/K 1/2 (1000, rpm/°R 1/2) ,

0 09137 N-K-era2 f0 251bm'°R-in'2_

• x
2. 1088×10 _ J/kg (20() Btu/lbm)

3,18.7 J {1.o BtZ
kg-gl/2-rpm \ lbm-°R1/2-rpm ]

10

45. 359 kg/sec (100 Ibm/see)

2.0

1.0

at the design point by using equations (]327) to (B30) and equation (B39). The resulting

values for f_c and fib assure a steady-state balance (dT3/dt = 0 and dT4/dt = 0) of

energy in volumes V 3 and V 4 when continuity of flow is satisfied.

Based on the design-point data, scale factors were selected for each variable and

are summarized in table VIH. As noted previously, certain engine variables have fixed

scale factors (table II). The specified engine parameters and selected amplitude scale

factors were used to calculate the values of the 103 digital coefficients SC(i) by means

of the definitions in appendix D. The previously discussed FORMAT was used to prepare

the digital coefficient and DAC initial condition data tape. The contents of that tape are

shown in table IX.
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103

.51867

.74996

.45180

.64372

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

,00000

08571

00000

96400

00000

00000

00000

00000

25000

00000

00000

00000.

20000

00000

00000

00000

00000

20338

98028

00000

00000.

31390

00000

00000

00000

32117

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

TABLE IX. - DIGITAL COEFFICIENT AND DAC INITIAL CONDITION

INPUT DATA (CONFIGURATION G)

,00000

.00000

.02000

,00000

.00000

.00000

.00000

50000

07277

00000

25000

00000

08000

99999

00000

00000

10012

00000

00000

00000.

73500

00000

00000

00000

00000

99999

00000

00000

02000

01000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

68046

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

.00000

.00000

.00000

.40000

.00000

00000

00000

00000

01000

00000

23334

00000

67570

00000

00000

66667

00000

00000

00000

00000

.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 "_

.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000

.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000

.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000

.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000

Integer value of NSC

Scaled-fraction values of

digital coefficients

Scaled-fraction value of

initialconditions

The compressor and turbine performance data, in the form required by the hybrid

program, are available in reference 8. Table X shows the contents of the prepared

component performance data tape.

The volumes listed in table VII resulted in a minimum time constant (eq. (42)) of

2.6 milliseconds. A time scale factor SF t' of i00 was selected to give a minimum ratio

of digital to analog frequencies equal to 70.8. The amplitude and time-scale factors

were used in the calculation of the analog coefficients C(i) as defined in appendix D.

The resulting coefficients were implemented by using amplifiers and attenuators and are

listed in table XI.

Prior to loading and executing the data input program, configuration G was specified

as per table IV. Sense switch 5 was depressed for the single-spool turbojet case. The

data input program (appendix E) prompts the user to load (in order) the digital coeffi-
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TABLE Xl. - CALCULATED ANALOG

COEFFICIENTS FOR SELECTED

TURBOJET ENGINE (CONFIGURATION G)

i Coefficient, i Coefficient,

C i C i

1 0 30 0

2 .9999 31 .9999

3 0 32 0

4 .5187 33 0

5 .0000 34 .1362

6 .9999 35 .9999

7 0 36 .3542

8 0 37 .0187

9 .7472 38 .1969

I0 .4843 39 .5000

ii .2000 40 0

12 .2000 41 .2732

13 .5636 42 0

14 .4112 43 0

15 .5000 44 0

16 .5000 45 0

17 .5851 46 0

18 .4102 47 0

19 .5000 48 0

20 .5000 49 .2075

21 .9999 50 0

22 0 51 0

23 0 52 0

24 0 53 0

25 0 54 0

26 .1417 55 .7350

27 .9999 56 .5260

28 0 57 .7030

29 0

cients, DAC initial conditions, and component performance data tapes. After the user

loads the data listed in tables IX and X, the data are stored in the appropriate COMMON

blocks.

As indicated in table IV, no further steps are required to define the single-spool

turbojet configuration prior to loading and executing the main digital program. Prior to

reading ADC values and calculating derivatives, the main digital program outputs initial

conditions for the derivatives (through the DAC's) and puts the analog console in the

initial condition (IC) mode. The design-point values of pressure, temperature, nozzle
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area, andfuel flow rate are computedby using the preset analogcoefficients and are
transmitted to the digital through the 24ADC's. The stored digital coefficients result
in the digital program computingnear-zero derivatives for the temperatures and stored
masses, which are transmitted to the analog through the 24DAC's. This balanced
condition results in minimal changesin the engine variables whenthe analogis manually
placed in the "operate" mode and the integrations commence.

To allow transient variations in the simulated turbojet's operating point, a simplified
fuel control model was addedto the analogportion of the simulation. A proportional-
plus-integral speedcontroller was assumed. Theunscaled equation, describing the
controller, is

t

= KI(Ntl, dem - Ntl)+K2 S (Ntl' dem - Ntl )dt (45)A_v F

Gain values of K 1 = 2. 211×10 -4 kg/sec-rpm (9. 306×10 -4 lbm/sec-rpm) and

-4 " 2 -3 2 t
K 2 = 5. 620x10 kg/sec - rpm (1. 239×10 lbm/sec - rpm) were selected o give satis-

factory response characteristics. The scaled version of equation (45) was implemented

on the analog to provide the scaled fuel flow WDF to the digital program through an ADC.

With the fuel controller maintaining the compressor speed at the design-point value,

a steady-state listing of selected engine variables (scaled) was obtained at the teletype

by depressing sense switch 1 (appendix E). The resulting listing is shown in table XII,

together with the corresponding values of the unscaled variables. A comparision of

tables XII and VII indicates the following maximum differences between the computed

and specified design points: pressures, 0.27 percent; temperatures, 0. 30 percent;

flow rates, 0.56 percent; thrust, 0.44 percent.

For the Lewis turbojet tests, a baseline stall limit was to be established, experi-

mentally, by reducing the core nozzle area An1 at selected rotor speeds until stall was

observed. Difficulties arose, however, at high speeds because turbine temperature

limits were reached before stall occurred. The possibility of decreasing the stall mar-

gin by decreasing the turbine nozzle area was investigated by using the hybrid simula-

tion. The experimental tests were to be conducted with a compressor inlet pressure of

6. 895 N/cm 2 (10 psia). The hybrid-simulated inlet pressure was reduced by decreasing

the analog coefficient C(26) (appendix D) and thus causing a shift in the 100-percent-speed

operating point. Table XIII shows the steady-state computer listing for the reduced in-

let pressure.

Stall data were obtained for both the nominal turbine area and an area equal to 85.7

percent of the nominal area. The decreasing of the turbine nozzle area was simulated

by increasing the digital coefficient SC(57) (appendix D). The fuel controller was used

to maintain the rotor speed at desired values, ranging from 100 percent to 87 percent of
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TABLE XII. - STEADY-STATE DATA FOR SELECTED TURBOJET ENGINE

(CONFIGURATION G) AT HIGH-PRESSURE-COM1,RESSOR INLET

PRESSURE OF I0. 133 N/cm 2 (14.696 psia)

[Percent of design speed, 100.]

(a) Scaled teletype output

WDF1
00009

WDN1
44580

1,2
73498

P5
65283

T35
00000

T7
20727

TAUN3
00000

PCNF2
,00000.

AN4
00000

WDC
.43911

WDN2
.00000

P21
.73437

1,6
.67283

T3
.48376

T2
.51867

WDF
.69836

1,CNC
.49938

ABLC
.00000

WDB
42703

WDN3
00000

P35
-. 00036

1'7
73474

T4
41027

T21
51818

1,CNT1
49938

AN1
52600

ABLS
00000

WDT1
43124

WDN4
00000

P3
49206

P22
00024

T5
40905

TAUN1
56680

PCNT2
00000

AN2
00000

TAUN4
00000

WDT2
.44580

WDF2
00000

P4
45483

P32
00000

T6
65447

TAUN2
00000

1,CNF 1
00000

AN3
00000

TAUT
56677

(b) Unscaled data

High-pressure-compressor flow rate, V_c, kg/sec (lbm/sec) .......... 19.92 (43.91)

Combustor flow rate, Wb' kg/sec (lbm/sec) ................... 19.37 (42.70)

High-pressure-turbine flow rate, Wtl' kg/sec (lbm/sec) ............ 19.56 (43.12)

Core nozzle flow rate, Wnl' kg/sec (lbm/sec) .................. 20.22 (44.58)

High-pressure-compressor inlet pressure, P2.1' N/cm2 (psia) ........ 10.12 (14.68)

Combustor inlet pressure, P3' N/cm2 (psia) ................... 67.85 (98.41)

High-pressure-turbine inlet pressure, P4, N/cm2 (psia) ............ 62.72 (90.97)

Low-pressure-turbine inlet pressure, P5' N/cm2 (psia) ............ 22.50 (32.64)

High-pressure-compressor inlet temperature, T2.1' K (OR) .......... 287.9 (518.2)

Combustor inlet temperature, T3, K (OR) .................... 537.5 (967.5)

High-pressure-turbine inlet temperature, T4, K (OR) ............... 1139 (2051)

Low-pressure-turbine inlet temperature, T5, K (OR) ............... 908.9 (1636)

Fuel flow rate, @F' kg/sec (lbm/sec) ..................... 0. 3168 (0.6984)

Ratio of high-pressure-turbine rotational speed to design, Ntl/Ntl, des ........ 0. 9988

Total thrust, Ftot, N (lbf) ............................ 12 606 (2834)
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TABLE XIII. - STEADY-STATE DATA FOR SELECTED TURBOJET ENGINE

(CONFIGURATION G) AT HIGH-PRESSURE-COMPRESSOR INLET

PRESSURE OF 6. 895 N/cm 2 (10 psia)

[Percent of design speed, 100. ]

(a) Scaled teletype output

WDF1 WDC WDB
• 00009 •29873 .28720

WDN1 WDN2 WDN3
.30361 .00000 .00000

P2 P21 P35
.73498 .49838 .00024

P5 P6 P7
.46362 •46362 .73425

T35 T3 T4
• 00000 •48291 •41918

T7 T2 T21
.20727 .51867 .51855

TAUN3 WDF PCNTI
.00000 .49951 .50012

PCNF2 PCNC AN1
.00000 .50012 .52612

AN4 ABLC ABLS
.00000 .00000 ,00000

WDT1
29428

WDN4
00000

P3
33068

P22
00000

T5
42114

TAUN1
30416

PCNT2
00012

AN2
• 00000

TAUN4
.00000

WDT2
• 30361

WDF2
.00000

P4
• 31384

P32
-. 00024

T6
•67382

TAUN2
• 00000

PCNF1
• 00000

AN3
• 00000

TAUT
• 3O413

(b) Unscaled data

High-pressure-compressor flow rate, w c, kg/sec (Ibm/sec) ............ 13.55 (29• 87)

Combustor flow rate, Wb' kg/sec (lbm/sec) ..................... 13.03 (28.72)

High-pressure-turbine flow rate, Wtl' kg/sec (lbm/sec) .............. 13.35 (29.43)

Core nozzle flow rate, Wnl' kg/sec (lbm/sec) ................... 13.77(30.36)

High-pressure-compressor inlet pressure, P2.1' N/cm2 (psia) .......... 6. 886 (9. 988)

Combustor inlet pressure, P3' N/cm2 (psia) .................... 45.60 (66.14)

High-pressure-turbine inlet pressure, P4' N/cm2 (psia) .............. 43.28 (62• 77)

Low-pressure-turbine inlet pressure, P5" N/cm2 (psia) .............. 15.98 (23.18)

High-pressure-compressor inlet temperature, T2.1' K (°R) ............ 288.1 (518.6)

Combustor inlet temperature, T 3, K (OR) ...................... 536.6 (965.8)

High-pressure-turbine inlet temperature, T4• K (°R) ................ 1164 (2096)

Low-pressure-turbine inlet temperature, T 5, K (OR) ................. 935.5 (1684)

Fuel flow rate, WF, kg/sec (lbm/sec) ....................... 0. 2266 (0. 4995)

Ratio of high-pressure-compressor rotational speed to design, Nc/Nc, des ........ 1. 000

Total thrust, Fto t, N (lbf) .............................. 6765.7 (1521)
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Figure 14. - Effect of turbine nozzlearea on compressor
stall margin for turbojetengine (configuration G}.

the design speed. At each selected speed, the core nozzle area was reduced by decreas-

ing the coefficient C(56) on the analog. Compressor stall was detected by monitoring

the compressor flow map variables PRC and FPC on an x-y plotter. These variables

are transmitted to the analog through the DAC's. Oscillations along constant-speed lines

were observed when stall was initiated. Figure 14 shows the results of that study. With

the nominal turbine area, stall could not be initiated without exceeding the maximum T 5

or minimum Anl limits. For the 100-, 94-, and 87-percent rotor speeds, however, the

reduced turbine area allowed the compressor to stall with temperatures below the T 5

limit and nozzle areas above the minimum Anl. With this information, the required

turbine modifications were made and the experimental program continued.

Turbofan (Configuration E)

To further demonstrate the capabilities of the HYDES program, a two-spool, two-

stream turbofan (configuration E) was selected for simulation. Configuration E was

selected because of its extensive function generation requirements. A total of 10 func-

tions of two variables were required to describe the low-pressure compressor (boosted

fan hub), high-pressure compressor, high-pressure turbine, low-pressure turbine, and

5O



bypass fan (fan tip). Table XIV lists the steady-state characteristics of the selected
turbofan engineat 50 percent of its design thrust. The nonunity values of the component
scaling coefficients indicate that the performance databeing used were scaled from other
enginecomponents. As in the case of the turbojet, temperature interpolation constants

fill' flf2' tic' and fib were adjusted to give steady-state energy balances in volumes

V2.1' V3.2' V3' and V4, respectively.
Scale factors were selected for each variable and are summarized in table XV. The

specified engine parameters and selected amplitude scale factors were used to calculate

the 103 digital coefficients SC(i). The contents of the digital coefficient and DAC initial

condition tape are shown in table V.

The fan, compressor, and turbine performance data for the selected engine were

available in the forms shown in figures 12 and 13. The turbine data conversion program

(appendix G) was used to convert the data for each turbine to the required form. Table

VI shows the contents of the component performance data tape for the selected turbofan.

The volumes listed in table XIV resulted in a minimum time constant of 4.75 milli-

seconds. A time scale factor SF_ of 100 was selected to give a minimum ratio of digital

to analog frequencies equal to 68.3. The amplitude and time scale factors were used to

calculate the analog coefficients C(i). The resulting coefficients are listed in table XVI.

Before the data input program was loaded and executed, configuration E was speci-

fied as per table IV. Sense switch 2 was depressed to denote the HBPR="TRUE" case.

Sense switch 7 was not depressed since the fan hub or low-pressure-compressor had to

be represented by a full set of data (SUPER="FALSE"). After the digital coefficient,

DAC initial condition, and component performance data were loaded, no further steps

were required to define the engine. The main program was then loaded.

To allow transient variations in the simulated turbofan's operating point, a portion of

a proposed fuel control system was implemented on the analog computer. The features

of the fuel control system and its implementation are described in appendix H. Basically,

the control provides for closed-loop control of fan speed under quasi-steady-state

conditions.

With the fuel control maintaining the fan speed at the initial value (73.2 percent of

design), a steady-state listing of selected engine variables was obtained at the teletype

by depressing sense switch 1. The resulting listing is shown in table XVII together with

the corresponding unscaled values.

A transient was initiated by ramping the demanded low rotor speed Nt2 ' dem from the

73.2 percent value to 100 percent of the design-point value in 50 milliseconds (5 sec of

computer time). Figure 15 shows the resultant responses of thrust and turbine inlet

temperature T4, respectively. These plots were obtained by monitoring the outputs of

the corresponding analog amplifiers with an x-y plotter. An integrator was used to time

the transient. With the nominal acceleration schedule of fuel flow (eq. (H12)), 63 per-

cent of the desired thrust change was achieved in about 1.1 seconds. However, the
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TABLE XVI. - CALCULATED ANALOG

COEFFICIENTS FOR SELECTED

TURBOFAN ENG_E

(CONFIGURATION E)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

I0

Ii

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

Coefficient, i Coefficient.

C i C_

0.7500

.6390

.7500

.5800

0

.9999

0

0

.3752

.5758

,0750

.0750

.3849

.4446

.I000

.I000

.6284

.4195

.3000

.3000

.8940

.5206

.1500

.1500

.2000

.1087

.6810

.1754

.2000

30 0

31 .6954

32 .1754

33 0

34 .1672

35 .9999

36 .3542

37 .0042

38 .2014

39 .4438

40 .0139

41 .1802

42 .3660

43 .1319

44 .2000

45 .5387

46 .2000

47 .5392

48 0

49 .2075

5O 0

51 0

52 0

53 0

54 .6684

55 .7238

56 .7358

57 .3358
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TABLE XVII. - STEADY-STATE DATA FOR SELECTED TURBOFAN ENGINE

(CONFIGURATION E) AT 73.2 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED

(a) Scaled teletype output

WDF1
.43469

WDN1
,44061

P2
.72378

P5
.47534

T35
.53857

T7
.20727

TAUN3
.00000

PCNF2
.36581

AN4
.00000

WDC
43475

WDN2
52441

P21
40197

P6
61486

T3
57617

T2
51867

WDF
33044

PCNC
44409

ABLC
00000

WDB
39212

WDN3
00000

P35
64294

P7
73474

T4
44458

T21
57958

PCNT1
44409

AN1
73547

ABLS
00000

WDTI
40072

WDN4
00000

P3
36254

P22
00048

T5
41662

TAUNt
16723

PCNT2
36584

AN2
66809

TAUN4
00000

WDT2
42O34

WDF2
52346

P4
34692

P32
65649

T6
51660

TAUN2
24221

PCNF1
36581

AN3
00000

TAUT
25891

(b) Unscaled data

Low-pressure-compressor flow rate, Wfl, kg/sec (lbm/sec) ............ 29.57 (65.20)

High-pressure-compressor flow rate, @c' kg/sec (lbm/sec) ............ 29.57 (65.20)

Combustor flow rate, Wb' kg/sec (lbm/sec) ..................... 26.68 (58.82)

High-pressure-turbine flow rate, .Wtl, kg/sec (lbm/sec) .............. 27.26 (60.10)

Low-pressure-turbine flow rate, wt2, kg/sec (Ibm/sec) .............. 28.59 (63.04)

Core nozzle flow rate, Wnl' kg/sec (lbm/sec) .................... 29.98 (66.09)

Fan flow rate, wf2; third-stream nozzle flow rate, wn2, kg/sec (lbm/sec) .... 475.8 (1049)

Fan inlet pressure, P2' N/cm2 (psia) ........................ 9. 984 (14.48)

High-pressure-compressor inlet pressure, P2.1' N/cm2 (psia) .......... 13.86 (20.10)

Combustor inlet pressure, P3' N/cm2 (psia) .................... 124.9 (181.2)

High-pressure-turbine inlet pressure, P4, N/cm2 ................ 119.56 (173.4)
/ 2

Low-pressure-turbine inlet pressure, P5' Nj cm .................. 32.77 (47.53)

Core duct pressure, P6' N/cm2 (psia) ........................ 10.60 (15.37)

Bypass fan discharge pressure, P3 2' N/cm2 .................... I1.31 (16.41)

Bypass fan duct pressure, P3 _)' N)cm2 (psia) ................... 11.08 (16 07)

Fan inlet temperature, T 2, K'(R) .......................... 288.2 (518.7)

High-pressure-compressor inlet temperature, T2.1" K (OR) ............ 322.0 (579.6)

Combustor inlet temperature, T 3, K (OR) ...................... 640.0 (1152)

High-pressure-turbine inlet temperature, T 4, K (OR) ................. 1235 (2223)

Low-pressure-turbine inlet temperature, T5, K (OR) ................. 925.5 (1666)

Core duct temperature, T6, K (OR) ........................... 717.8 (1292)

Fuel flow rate, V}F, kg/sec (lbm/sec) ...................... 0. 4496 (0.9912)

Ratio of high-pressure-turbine rotational speed to design Ntl/Ntl, des ......... 0. 8882

Ratio of low-pressure-turbine rotational speed to design, Nt2/Nt2,des .......... 0. 7316

Total thrust, Ftot, N (tbf) .............................. 57 582 (12 945)
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Figure 15. - Responseof selectedturbofan engine to 50-millisecond ramp demandin low rotor speed.
Initial speeddemand,73. 2 percentof design;final speeddemand,100percentof design. Analog-
simulated fuel control. Variable coefficient Kip in acceleration schedule.
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TABLE XVIII. - STEADY-STATE DATA FOR SELECTED TURBOFAN ENGINE

(CONFIGURATION E) AT 100 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED

(a) Scaled teletype output

WDFI
•63925

WDNI
.64282

P2
72378

P5
77160

T35
55590

T7
20727

TA UN 3
00000

PCNF2
49948

AN4
00000

WDC WDB WDT1 WDT2
• 63973 . 57156 . 58990 . 62103

WDN2 WDN3 WDN4 WDF2
• 72888 . 00000 . 00000 • 72671

P21 P35 P3 P4
• 51513 • 69653 . 61328 . 58007

P6 P7 P22 P32
.64953 .73474 -.00036 .72326

T3 T4 T5 T6
• 68188 .57385 .54235 .62341

T2 T21 TAUNI TAUN2
• 51867 . 63146 . 43151 . 47259

WDF PCNT1 PCNT2 PCNF1
• 72692 . 50024 . 49951 . 49948

PCNC AN1 AN2 AN3
• 50024 . 73559 . 66809 . 00000

ABLC ABLS TAUN4 TAUT
• 00000 . 00000 . 00000 . 51571

(b) Unscaled data

Low-pressure-compressor flow rate, V_fl, kg/sec (lbm/sec) ............... 43.51 (95.92)

High-pressure-compressor flow rate, Wc, kg/sec (lbm/sec) ............... 43.51 (95.92)

Combustor flow rate, wb' kg/sec (lbm/sec) ........................ 38.89 (85.74)

High-pressure-turbine flow rate, qCtl' kg/sec (lbm/sec) ................. 40.13 (88.48)

Low-pressure-turbine flow rate, wt2 , kg/sec (lbm/sec) ................. 42.25 (93.15)

Core nozzle flow rate, q¢nl' kg/sec (lbm/sec) ....................... 43.74 (96.42)

Fan flow rate, '_f2; third-stream nozzle flow rate, Wn2 , kg/sec (lbm/sec) ....... 660.4 (1456)

Fan inlet pressure, P2' N/cm2 (psia) ........................... 9.984 (14.48)

High-pressure-c6mpressor inlet pressure, P2.1' N/cm2 (psia) ............. 17.76 (25.76)

Combustor inlet pressure, P3' N/cm2 (psia) ....................... 211.4 (306.6)

High-pressure-turbine inlet pressure, P4' N/cm2 (psia) ................. 199.9 (290.0)

Low-pressure-turbine inlet pressure, P5' N/cm2 (psia) ................. 53.20 (77.16)

Core duct pressure, P6' N/cm2 (psia) ........................... 11.20 (16.24)

Bypass fan discharge pressure, P3 2' N/cm2 (psia) ................... 12.46 (18.08)

Bypass fan duct pressure, P3. _' N/cm2 (psia) ...................... 12.00 (17.41)

Fan inlet temperature, T2, K (R) ............................. 288.2 (518.7)

High-pressure-compressor inlet temperature, T2.1' K (OR) ............... 350.8 (631• 5)

Combustor inlet temperature, T 3, K (OR) ......................... 757.8 (1364)

High-pressure-turbine inlet temperature, T4, K (OR) .................... 1594 (2869)

Low-pressure-turbine inlet temperature, T5, K (OR) .................... 1205 (2170)

Core duct temperature, T 6, K (oR) ............................. 865.5 (1558)

Fuel flow rate, WF' kg/sec (lbm/sec) .......................... 0.9893 (2.181)

Ratio of high-pressure-turbine rotational speed to design, Ntl/Ntl,des ............ 1. 0000

Ratio of low-pressurekturbine rotational speed to design, Nt2/Nt2,des ............ 0.9990

Total thrust, Fto t, N (lbf) .............................. 1. 1507×105 (25.870)
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transient was terminated automatically after 1.2 seconds when the boosted-fan-hub map

inputs went out of range (booster stall). The stall condition was caused by the excessive

turbine inlet temperature shown in figure 15(b).

To demonstrate the effects of reducing the acceleration schedule of fuel flow, the

coefficient K9 (eq. (H12)) was reduced in steps of 1.827x10 -4 kg-cm2/sec-N

(1.0 lbm/hr-psia). The engine was accelerated successfully with the acceleration

schedule reduced by more than 3. 654x10 -4 kg-cm2/sec-N (2.0 lbm/hr-psia). Figure 15

shows the trade-off between reduced turbine inlet temperatures and fast thrust response.

At the end of one of the transients, a teletype listing of steady-state variables was

obtained by depressing sense switch 1. The resulting listing is shown in table XVIII.

A comparison of table XVIII with steady-state data generated with GENENG II (ref. 4)

at this operating point indicates the following maximum differences between the two

programs: pressures, 0.07 percent; temperatures, 0.42 percent; flows rates, 0.77

percent; thrust, 4.4 percent.

CONC LUDING REMARKS

This report has described HYDES, a hybrid computer program capable of simulating

either one-spool turbojet, two-spool turbojet, or two-spool turbofan engine dynamics.

The program is also capable of simulating two-or three- stream turbofans with or with-

out mixing of the exhaust streams. HYDES was developed for running on the Lewis

Research Center's Electronic Associates (EAI) 690 Hybrid Computing System. The

hybrid computer combines the precision and logic capabilities of the digital computer

with the integration and data output capabilities of the analog computer. The HYDES

program is intended to eliminate the need for developing individual simulations for

each new engine study.

In the HYDES program, the analog computer is used, primarily, for performing

integration with respect to time. The use of the digital computer to perform all function

generation and most of the algebraic calculations results in digital cycle times between

23 and 44 milliseconds. These long cycle times make real-time simulation impossible

and require time scaling of the dynamics on the analog computer.

The documentation of the HYDES program, together with the digital computer soft-

ware (available from the author upon request), should allow the user to quickly imple-

ment the program on a similar computer. It is expected that this report will also prove

valuable in the development of both generalized and specific engine simulations on other

computers. The scaling techniques, discussed in the report, are applicable to all
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analog simulations. The branching techniques andprogram structure associatedwith
the generalization of the HYDESprogram shouldbe applicable to all digital simulations.

Lewis Research Center,

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Cleveland, Ohio, September 25, 1973,

501-24.
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A

a

b

C
V

CNCF

CNHPCF

CNLPCF

Cp

C v

ceff

cnp

ctr

DHCF

DHHPCF

DHLPCF

dht

ETACCF

ETACF

ETAFCF

ETAICF

ETTCF

eff

F

AF

Yi

fi

APPENDIX A

UNSCALED-VARIABLE SYMBOLS

effective cross-sectional area, cm 2 (in. 2)

supercharger map intercept

supercharger map slope

nozzle velocity coefficient

general turbine speed scaling coefficient

high-pressure-turbine speed scaling coefficient

low-pressure-turbine speed scaling coefficient

specific heat at constant pressure, J/kg-K (Btu/lbm-°R)

specific heat at constant volume, J/kg-K (Btu/lbm-°R)

high-pressure-compressor map efficiency

high-pressure-compressor map speed parameter

high-pressure-compressor temperature rise parameter

general turbine enthalpy scaling coefficient

high-pressure-turbine enthalpy scaling coefficient

low-pressure-turbine enthalpy scaling coefficient

general turbine map work function, J/kg-K (Btu/lbm-°R)

high-pressure-compressor effic{ency SCaling coefficient

general fan or compressor efficiency scaling coefficient

fan efficiency scaling coefficient

low-pressure-compressor efficiency scaling coefficient

general turbine efficiency scaling coefficient

general component map efficiency

thrust, N(lbf)

thrust increment, N(lbf)

nozzle function, i = 1 for flow, i = 2 for thrust

functional relation
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fcnp

fleff

flnp

fltr

fpc

fpfc

fpfl

fpf2

fpt

fptl

fpt2

f2eff

f2np

f2tr

gc
HVF

h

Ah

hpt

hptl

hpt2

I

J

local fuel-air ratio

general fan or compressor map speed parameter

low-pressure-compressor map efficiency

low-pressure-compressor map speed parameter

low-pressure-compressor ideal temperature rise parameter

high-pressure-compressor map flow parameter, kg/sec (lbm/sec)

general fan or compressor map flow parameter, kg/sec (lbm/sec)

low-pressure-compressor map flow parameter, kg/sec (lbm/sec)

fan map flow parameter, kg/sec (lbm/sec)

general turbine map flow parameter,

kg-K-cm2/N-rpm-sec (Ibm-OR- in. 2/lbf- rpm- sec)

high-pressure-turbine map flow parameter,

kg-K- cm2/N - rpm- sec (Ibm- OR- in. 2/Ibf- rpm- se c)

low-pressure-turbine map flow parameter,

kg-K-cm2/N-rpm-sec (lbm-°R-in. 2/lbf-rpm-sec)

fan map efficiency

fan map speed parameter

fan map ideal temperature rise parameter

gravitational conversion factor, 100 cm-kg/N-sec 2 (386.3 lbm-in./lbf-sec2) '

heating value of fuel, 4. 302×107 J/kg (18 500 Btu/lbm)

enthalpy, J/kg, (Btu/lbm)

general turbine enthalpy drop, J/kg (Btu/Ibm)_

general turbine map enthalpy drop parameter,

J,/kg-K1/2-rpm (Btu/lbm-°R 1/2- rpm)

high-pressure-turbine map enthalpy drop parameter,

J/kg-Kl/2rpm (Btu/ibm-°R I/2- rpm)

low-pressure-turbine map enthalpy drop parameter,

J/kg-Kl/2-rpm (Btu/Ibm-°R I/2- rpm)

polar moment of inertia, N-cm-sec 2 (in.-lbf-sec 2)

mechanical equivalent of heat, I00 N-cm/J (9339.1 in.-Ibf/Btu)
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Kfl

Kf2
K.

1

K

L

AL

MM

N

NN

P

P
S

PRCCF

PRCF

PRFCF

PRICF

pr

prc

prfl

prf2

prtl

prt2

R

R A

S

T

AT

low-pressure-compressor/low-pressure-turbine speed ratio

fan/low-pressure-turbine speed ratio

controller gain

acceleration schedule coefficient, kg-cm2/sec-N (lbm-hr-psia)

torque, N-cm (in.-lbf)

differential torque, N-cm (lbf-in.)

number of streams fed by control volume

rotational speed, rpm

number of streams feeding control volume

total pressure, N/cm 2 (lbf/in. 2)

static pressure, N/cm 2 (lbf/in. 2)

high-pressure-compressor pressure-ratio scaling coefficient

general fan or compressor pressure-ratio scaling coefficient

fan pressure-ratio scaling coefficient

low-pressure-compressor pressure-ratio scaling coefficient

map pressure ratio

high-pressure-compressor map pressure ratio

low-pressure-compressor map pressure ratio

fan map pressure ratio

high-pressure-turbine pressure ratio

low-pressure-turbine pressure ratio

gas constant, N-cm/kg-K (in.-lbf/lbm-°R)

gas constant of air, 44.83 N-cm/kg-K

(640.1 in. -lbf/lbm-°R)

pressure loss coefficient, N-sec2/kg 2-cm 2

Laplacian operator, sec -1

total temperature, K(°R)

fan or compressor temperature rise, K(°R)
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TFCF

TFHPCF

TFLPCF

t

dt

tff

tnp

tr

tlnp

t2np

V

W

WACCF

WACF

WAFCF

WAICF

A_f

X

Y

7

E

T

q_

general turbine flow scaling coefficient

high-pressure-turbine flow scaling coefficient

low-pressure-turbine flow scaling coefficient

time, sec

differential time, sec

general turbin_ map flow function, kg-K1/2-cm2/N-sec

(lbm-°R 1/2-in. 2/lbf- see)

general turbine map speed parameter

general fan or compressor temperature rise parameter

high-pressure-turbine map speed parameter,
2 1 2

rpm/K I/ (rpm/°R / )

low-pressure-turbine map speed parameter,

rpm/K 1/2 (rpm/OR 172)

volume, cm 3 (in.3)

stored mass, kg (lbm)

high-pressure-compressor flow scaling coefficient

general fan or compressor flow scaling coefficient

fan flow scaling coefficient

low-pressure-compressor flow scaling coefficient

flow rate, kg/sec (Ibm/sec)

output of fuel controller, kg/sec (Ibm/sec)

general unscaled variable

position signal

power lever angle

temperature interpolation constant

specific-heat ratio

control error signal

efficiency

time constant, sec

acceleration schedule output, kg-cm2/sec-N (lbm/hr-psia)
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-1
frequency, sec

Subscripts:

a

accel

b

blc

bls

bll

bl2

C

cr

d

dem

des

F

FB

f

fm

fl

f2

i

id

in

J

k

m

max

analog

acceleration

combu stor

control bleed

interstream bleed

high-pressure-turbine cooling bleed

low-pressure-turbine cooling bleed

high-pressure compressor

critical

digital

demanded value

design value

fuel

feedback

final value

fan map

low-pressure compressor

fan

initial value

ideal

input to control volume

index on flows into control volume

index on flows out of control volume

measured

maximum value
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min

nom

nl

n2

n3

n4

out

ovb

sc

sl

std

tot

tl

t2

v2

v3

2

2.1

2.2

3

3.2

3.5

4

5

6

7

8

minimum value

nominal value

core nozzle

third- stream nozzle

mixing nozzle

second-stream nozzle

out of control volume

overboard bleed

supercharger

sea level, 10. 133 N/cm 2 (14. 696 psia)

standard day, 288.1 K (518.67 ° R)

total

high-pressure turbine

low-pressure turbine

second-stream valve or duct

third-stream valve or duct

fan inlet

high-pressure-compressor inlet

second-stream duct

combustor inlet

bypass fan discharge

bypass fan duct

high-pre ssur e-turbine inlet

low-pressure-turbine inlet

core duct

mixing volume

nozzle discharge

G6



Superscripts:

(-) averagevalue
!

( ) inlet to control volume

(") time derivative
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APPENDIX B

SUMMARYOF UNSCALEDEQUATIONS

flnp = fl, des /

prfl =\ P2 + 1
PRICF

(B1)

(B2)

fpfl = fl(Prfl, flnp) (B3)

(WAICF) (fpfl) _P2_

• \P sl]
Wfl =

Tstd

(B4)

fleff = f2(Prfl, flnp) (B5)

rl fl = (ETAICF)(fleff) (B6)

fltr =

\ P2/

Yfl-1

Yfl

-1

7fl : f3 (Tfl, 0)

m

Tfl = flflT2 + (1- _6f1)T2.1

(B7)

(B8)

(B9)
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T 92.1= /fltr+ T 2
nfl (too)

h_. 1 = f4(T_. 1,0) (Bll)

Lfl =
30J (h_. I - h2)'_fl

7rNfl

(B12)

h2 = f4(T2'0) (B13)

cnp =

prc =

S c

Nc, des

2.1, des

PRCCF

+I

(B14)

m15)

fpc = f5(prc, cnp) (B16)

(WACCF) (fpc)

_vc =

d

P2.1

Psl
(B17)

ceff = f6(prc, cnp) (B18)

77c = (ETACCF)(ceff) (B19)
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ctr =

Y-1
C

_- f3(Tc,0)

-1

Tc = _cT2.1 + (1 - _c)T3

(B20)

(B21)

(B22)

ctr +
,,.,_: _ +J_./

h_ = f4(T_,0)

(B23)

(B24)

L c =

30J (h_ - h2.1 )_c

7rN c

(B25)

h2.1 = f4(T2.1' 0)

T b = _bW3 + (1 - fib)T4

hb= f4(Tb ,0)

(B26)

(B27)

(B28)

(f/a)4 - iv b

(B29)

/P3 - P4

=V_-_
(B30)

tlnp =
(CNHP CF)Ntl

(B31)
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P5
prtl =

P4

(B32)

fptl = fT(prtl, tlnp)
(BS3)

hptl = f8(prtl, tlnp)
(B34)

(CNHP CF) (Ntl) (P 4 ) (fpt 1)

Wtl = (TFHPCF)(T4)

(B35)

(DHHPCF) 0aptl)(CNHP CF)(Ntl) _4

Ahtl = 1000

(B36)

30JAhtlWtl

Ltl = _rNt 1

(B37)

h_ =h 4-zlhtl (B38)

(B39)

(f/a) 5 =
(f/a) 4

1+

\ Wtl/

(B40)

{Vbll
= Abll _3

(B41)

where is fit by (0.44208 + 0.17337 Y3).
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7+1
12

if pr _0. 53685

= (pr)l/Y_fy2__Yl [1- pr (7-1)/7 ]

Y3 = f3(T3 ' 0)

if pr _ 0. 53685

(B42)

(B43)

t2np =
(CNLPCF)Nt2

P6
prt2 -

P5

fpt2 = f9(prt2, t2np)

hpt2 = fl0(prt2, t2np)

(B44)

(B45)

(B46)

(B47)

 ht2

(CNLP CF) (Nt2) (P 5) (fpt 2)

_vt2 = (TFLPCF) (T5)

(DHLP CF) (hpt2) (CNLP CF) (Nt2) _5

1000

(B48)

(B49)

30JAht2wt2

Lt2 =
rr Nt2

h_ = h 5 -Aht2

(B50)

(B51)

(B52)
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(f/a)6 =
(f/a) 5

I +[(f/a) 5+ I] %b12

_t2

(s53)

{Vbl2 = Abl 2 (B54)

where _'l(P6/P3, "73) is fit by (0. 44208 + O. 17337 y3 )

f2np =

Nf2

Nf2, des
(B55)

P2
prf2 -

PR FC F
+ 1 (B56)

Wfm -

fpf2 = fll(Prf2 , f2np)

(WAFC F)(fpf2) /p_td)

_std

(B57)

(B58)

• • ° •

where for SPLIT="TRUE", wf2 = Wfm - Wfl; and for SPLIT="FALSE", wf2 = Wfm.

f2eff = fl2(Prf2 , f2np) (B59)
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rl f2 = (ETAFCF)(f2eff) (B60)

_f2 - l

\P2 /

- 1 (B61)

f2 = f3(Tf2 ' 0) (B62)

Tf2 =_f2T2 + (1 -_f2 ) T3.2 (B63)

_f2tr /T_. 2 = \'-_-f2 + 1 T 2 (B64)

h' -- f4(V_. 0)3.2 2' (B65)

Lf2 = 30J(h_. 2 - h2)wf2

_'Nf2 (B66)

y "'AV T 3

where _l(PS/ZP3, 73) is fit by (0.44208 + 0. 17337 Y3)

(B67)

Wblc =Ablc. g_ - P2"l_'l( P8
VRA P2.1 (B68)
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Wbls = Abls _/P2.1 - P3.2 (B69)

_2.1 = f3(T2.1' 0) (B70)

Wnl = Anl $/_6 , 76
(B71)

..... 'Y3.5
Wn2 An2 v/T-3 _ 5 .5

(B72)

Wn3
=An3._ -- v_ T- ' Y

(B73)

•Wn4 = An4 P2.2 J1 _Pout , 72 .2_
]v/T2. 2 P2.2

(B74)

where Pout is equal to P8 for STRM3="TRUE" and to P7 otherwise.

Y6 = f3 IT6' (f/a)6] (B75)

Y 3.5 = f3(T3.5 ' 0) (B76)

Y2.2 = f3(T2.2' O) (B77)
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77 : f3 [TT' (f/a)7] (B78)

where

(f/a) 6
(f/a)7 - (B79)

1 + [(f/a)6 + 1](Win_

V_in is equal to VVn2 for HBPR="TRUE" and to '_n4 otherwise.

6)Fnl = Cv, nl @nl _-c Cp, 6T6 _9"2 \_' y
+ Anl (Ps,nl - P7 ) (B80)

where P
s,nl is equal to 0.53685 P6 if P7/P6 <0. 53685 and to P7 if PT/P6 >0. 53685.

•9"2(Pr , _ ) = _l - pr (7-1)/_ (B81)

• _2J (Ps, n2Fn2 =Cv, n2wn2 -_c Cp'3"5T3"5 _2 \P3.5 3.5)+An2 (Ps, n2 -P7 )
(B82)

where Ps, n2 is equal to 0. 53685

P7/P3.5>0. 53685.

P3.5 if P7/P3.5 < 0. 53685 and to P7 if

 (Tc ("sn Fn3 = Cv, n3 q_n3 Cp, 7T7 ;9"2 \ 1:'7 ' Y71 +An3(Ps, n3- P8 )

where Ps, n3 is equal to 0. 53685

(B83)

P7 if P8 / P7 _ 0.53685 and to P8 if P8/P7 > 0.53685.

Fn4 = Cv, n4 _Vn4 ep, 2.2T2.2 _ ,
\Pout 72.2) + An4 (Ps, n4- Pout)

(B84)
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where Ps, n4 is equal to 0.53685P2.2 if Pout/P2.2 -<0.53685andto Pout if Pout/P2.2
>0. 53685, andPout is equal to P8 for STRM3="TRUE" and to P7 otherwise.

Cp,6 = f13 IT6 ' (f/a)61 (B85)

Cp, 3.5 = f13(T3.5 ' 0) (B86)

Cp, 7 = f13 IT7' (f/a)7] (B87)

Ftot

Fnl

Fn 3

Fn3 +

Fnl +

Fnl +

Fnl +

Cp, 2. 2 = f13 (T2.2' 0) (B88)

for TURBJI="TRUE" or TURBJ2="TRUE"

for MIX="TRUE', STRM3="FALSE"

Fn4 for MIX="TRUE', STRM3="TRUE"

Fn2

Fn4

Fn2 +

(B89)

for HBPR="TRUE", MIX="FALSE", STRM3="FALSE"

for HPBR="FALSE", MIX="FALSE", STRM3="FALSE"

Fn4 for HBPR="TRUE", MIX="FALSE", STRM3="TRUE"

P2 = Constant (Bg0)

T 2 = Constant (B91)

RAW2.1T2. 1
P2.1 = (B92)

V2.1

_0 tW2.1 = (Wfl - Wc - Wblc - @bls - Wv2 )dt + W2.1,i (B93)
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=¢P2.1 - P2.2
¥

=0 for HBPR="TRUE", STRM3='T'ALSE" (B94)

T2"I =_0

t

W2.1
1 - h2. I(4¢c+ Wblc + Wbls _ _v2 )

- T2. l(Wfl - VCc - %blc - %bls - Wv2 )]

RAW3T 3

P3 = V 3

dt +T2.1, i (B95)

(B96)

f0 tW3 = ( _c - _¢b - _ovb - _'bll - _'b12 )dr +W3, i (B97)

_0 t 1 [ Wch3 - hs(&b +qCovb +*bll ÷*b12 )T3 = -_3 Cv, 3

- T3(_c- 4¢b- _Vovb- #bli -_Vbl2)] dt +T3, i
(B98)

h3 : f4(T3, 0) (B99)

RAW4T _
P4 =-

V 4

(moo)

_0 tW4 = (Wb + 4JF -/v tl)dt +W4, i (B101)
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_0 tlT4= -W4 I_b_b+_b(HVF)WF-_Vtlh4-T4(V_b+'_F-Wtl)]Cv,4
dt +T4, i

(/3/02)

RAW5T5
P5 =

V 5

(B103)

f0 t 4¢t2) dt +W5,W5 = (@tl +q¢ bll - i
(too4)

T 5  fo\1 4Vtlh _ + _ bllh3 - _vt2h 5
Cv, 5

- T5(_tl + @bll - _¢t2 )] dt +T5,i (BI05)

RAW6T6
P6 =

V 6

(moa)

f0 t " _Vnl)d tW6 = (@t2 + 4_b12 - + W6, i (BI07)

_0 t f _¢t2h_

1

T6= W6

+ Wbl2h 3 - @nlh6

Cv, 6

dt + T6, i

(moB)

RAW3.2T3.2

1)3. 2 =_
V3.2

(B109)

fO t - _vs)dt +W3.W3.2 = (Wf2 +_bls 2,i
(Bn0)
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_0 t 1 [wf2h3.2 + @bls h2- 1 - Wv3h3.2T3.2 = W3.2 L Cv, 3.2
"I

- T3.2(¢¢f2 +4¢bls - _v3)I

J

RAW3.5T3.5

P3.5 = V3.5

f0 t - _Vn2)dt + W 3W3.5 = (_Vv3 .5, i

T3.5 W3.5[

- @ n2h3.5Wv3h3.2

Cv,3.5

- T3.5(_Vv3

RAW2.2T2. 2

P2.2
V2.2

W2. 2 = fj (_vv2 - 4¢n4)dt

dt +T3.2, i

- _Vn2)1

+ W2.2, i

(mid

(m12)

(Bl13)

dt + T3.5, i

{Bl14)

(BII5)

(Bl16)

T2.2
1,___[ _v2 h2. 1 " Wn4h2. 2

W2, 2 l Cv, 2.2

- T2.2(Wv2
_ _vn4)1

dt + T2. 2,i

(Bl17)

RAWTT 7
P7 ="

V 7

(m18)

W 7 = (4_in + Wnl -

1 iWin hin + Wnlh6 - Wn3h7-

-_7-- Cv, 7

_Vn3)dt + W_/, i

_ TT(VCin +_Vnl -

(Bl19)

_Vn3)_ dt + TT, i

J
(B120)
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for HBPR="TRUE", to
where winhin is equal to @n2h3.5
and MIX="TRUE, " and to 0 otherwise.

P8 = Constant

wn4h2.2 for HBPR="FALSE"

(B121)

WF = Output of fuel control
(B122)

30]otNtl- -- (Ltl- Lc)dt+Ntl, i
_rltl

(B123)

30 ft - Lf2)dt + Nt2, i- (Lt2 - Lfl
Nt2 _r It2 J0

(B124)

N_I=Kf1_t2
(B125)

Nf2 = Kf2Nt2

N c = Nil

(B126)

(m27)

__

• P3.2" P3.5

Wv3 = _v3

(BI28J

For SUPER ='TRUE"

prfl = a + b(flnp)

= Constant = _sc_?fl

(B129)

(B130)
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T2"1 =T2"1 (B131)

qVfl = qVc + Wblc + Wbls (B132)
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APPENDIX C

SCALED-VARIABLE SYMBOLS

ABLC

ABLS

AI(i)

ANI

c(i)

CPAB

CPI
u

CVAB

CVI

DTQT1

DTQT2

DWI

FARI

FG3

FPC

FPF1

FPF2

F1BL

F2BL

FINI

F2NI

GMAB

GMI

HAB

HABS

control bleed nozzle area

interstream bleed flow coefficient

DAC initial condition array, i = 1 to 24

nozzle area, I = 1 to 4

analog coefficient array, i = 1 to 57

specific heat at constant pressure of combustor air

specific heat at constant pressure at station I

specific heat at constant volume of combustor air

specific heat at constant volume at station I

high-pressure-turbine differential torque

low-pressure-turbine differential torque

stored mass derivative at station I

fuel-air ratio at station I

compressor discharge bleed flow coefficient

high-pressure- compressor map flow parameter

low-pressure-compressor map flow parameter

fan map flow parameter

control bleed flow parameter

control bleed thrust parameter

nozzle flow parameter, I = 1 to 4

nozzle thrust parameter, I = 1 to 4

specific-heat ratio of combustor air

specific-heat ratio at station I

enthalpy of combustor air

rescaled enthalpy of combustor air
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HBPR

HI

HIP

HIS

IERR

ISF

IX(k)

J-Y(k)

kx

LERR

MIX

MN

MODE

NCV

NMP

NPT

NSC

NTBL

NX(k)

NY(k)

N1

N2

PCNC

PCNFI

PCNF2

logical variable denoting separate characteristics for fan and

low-pressure compressor (fan hub)

enthalpy at station I

enthalpy at inlet to station I volume

rescaled enthalpy at station I

hybrid linkage routine error flag

overflow error flag (tested by LERR)

initial pressure-ratio search index array for MAPFUN routine,

k=ltol2

initial speed search index array for MAPFUN routine, k = 1 to 12

integer specifying location of component data to be scaled

logical function error detection routine

logical variable denoting mixing of streams at turbofan discharge

component map index, MN = 1 to 10

integer indicating analog mode

number of curves per map, NCV=8

number of component maps, NMP-< 10 (MAPFUN capable of

handling NMP _< 12)

number of points per curve, NPT=8

number of digital coefficients, NSC _. 125

number of map data points stored in VALS array,

NTBL=NCV*(2*NPT + 1)

number of points per curve array, k = 1 to NMP

number of curves per map array, K = 1 to NMP

index on lowest component map

index on highest component map

fraction of design high-pressure-compressor speed

fraction of design low-pressure-compressor speed

fraction of design fan speed
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PCNT1

PCNT2

PI

PRC

PRF1

PRF2

PSBL

PSNI

sc(i)

SENSW

SF t,

SF X

SPLIT

STRM3

SUPER

TAB

TAUNI

TAUT

TI

TIDN

TIS

TRF1

TRQC

TRQFT

TRQF1

TRQF2

TRQT1

TRQT2

fraction of design high-pressure-turbine speed

fraction of design low-pressure-turbine speed

total pressure at station I

high-pressure-compressor map pressure ratio

low-pressure-compressor map pressure ratio

fan map pressure ratio

static pressure at control bleed nozzle throat

static pressure at nozzle throat, I = 1 to 4

digital coefficient array, i = 1 to NSC

logical function routine for testing sense-switch positions

scale factor on time t, t' = SFt,t

scale factor on variable x, X = x/SF x (appropriate units)

logical variable denoting fan maps based on total engine flow

logical variable denoting three-stream turbofan

logical variable denoting linear characteristic for low-pressure

compressor

combustor air temperature

nozzle thrust, I = 1 to 4

total thrust

total temperature at station I

specific temperature derivative at station I

rescaled temperature at station I

low-pressure-compressor ideal temperature rise parameter

high-pressure-compressor torque

fan torque based on total inlet flow

low-pressure-compressor torque

fan torque

high-pressure-turbine torque

low-pressure-turbine torque
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TURBJ1

TURBJ2

t'

VALS(i)

WDB

WDBLC

WDBLS

WDBL1

WDBL2

WDC

WDF

WDF1

WDF2

WDFT

WI

WDNI

WDOUT

WDOVB

WDT1

WDT2

WDV2

WDV3

X

XDAC

XSC

XVALS (i, j, k)

YSC

YVALS (j,k)

logical variable denoting one-spool turbojet configuration

logical variable denoting two-spool turbojet configuration

computer time

array containing unscaled component data, i = 1 to NTBL

combustor airflow

control bleed flow

interstream bleed flow

high-pressure-turbine cooling bleed flow

low-pressure-turbine cooling bleed flow

high-pressure- compressor flow

fuel flow

low-pressure- compressor flow

fan flow

total engine inlet flow

stored mass at station I

nozzle flow, I = 1 to 4

flow out of control volume

overboard bleed flow

high-pressure-turbine flow

low-pressure-turbine flow

second-stream duct flow

third-stream duct flow

scaled variable X = x/SF x

variable transmitted through extra DAC

map pressure-ratio scale factor

scaled map pressure-ratio array, i = 1 to NPT;

j = 1 toNCV;k= 1 toNMP

map speed scale factor

scaled map speed parameter array, j = 1 to NCV; k = 1 to NMP
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ZSC

ZVALS (i,j,k)

map output scale factor

scaled map output array, i = 1 to NPT; j = 1 to NCV; k = 1 to NMP
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APPENDIX D

DEFINITIONS OF DIGITAL AND ANALOG COEFFICIENTS

Digital Coefficients

T 2
SC(1) -

SFT2

S .FwDN1
SC(2) -

SFWDN4

S Fp7
sc(3) -

SFp2 2

SC(4) = Kfl Nt2_ des

Nfl, des

SC(5) = Kf2 Nt2'des

Nf2, des

SC(6) =
AblISFp3 _ / gc

2SFwDBLI V SFT3 RA

_Abl2 SFp3 / gc

SC(7) 2-_WD_L2VSFT 3 RA

sc(8) --
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S Fp8 SFp8
SC(9) -

SFp21 SFp2 2

sc(lo) =S WDBLC /sFT2, RA

1/2_ F _l'1/2
SC(ll) : b _' WDB_ SFwDB

SC(12) = SFwDF

S FwDBS FFAR4

S FWDBL 1
SC(13) -

S F wDT 1

SC(14).-SFwDBL2

S FWD T 2

SFp7
SC(15) -

SFp6

S FWDNI
SC(16) =

S FAN1S Fp6

S FT__6RA

gc

SC(17) - SFp7

SFp3 5

S FWDN2
SC(18) -

SFAN2SFp3 5
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SC(19) = SFTAuN2

SFwDN2Cv, n2
2 gc
J SFT35SFcP35

SC(20) =
S FTAUN 2

SFp35SFAN 2

SC(21) =
S FWDN4

S FAN4S Fp22
/SFT22RA

gc

SC(22) - SFTAuN4

SFwDN4Cv, n4
i gc

J SFT22SFcP22

S FTA U N4
SC(23) -

SFp22SFAN4

SC(24) -
S FTAUN 1

SFTAuT

S FTA U N2
SC(25) -

S FTAUT

SC(26) - S FTAUN 4

S FTAUT

S FWDN1
SC(27) -

S FWDN2

SFp8
SC(28) -

SFp7
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SC(29)= SFwDN3
SFAN3SFp7

SFTAUN3 _
SC(30) =

S FWDN3 c v, n3
_2 gcJ SFT_/SFcp7

SFTAUN3

SC(31) = SFp_SFAN 3

SFwDN4
SC(33) = -- -

SFwDN3

S FWDN2

SC(35) SFwDN3

SFTAUN3
sc(36)=

SFTAUT

SFTAUNI

SC(3_) =
SFwDNICv, nl

-2J gcSFT6SFc P6

sc(38)=
SFTAUNI

SFp6SFANI
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SFWDBLI
SC(39) -

sc(4o) -

SFWDC

S FWDBL 2

SC(41) =
S FWDOV B

S WDC

SC(42) = _b

sc(43) =
SFwDF(HVF) _ b

S FwDBS FHA B

SFwD F
SC(44) -

S FWD B

SC(45) =
S FWDBL1S I;'T3

S FWD T 1S F T 5

SC(46) --
S FWDB L2S FT3

SFwDT2SFT6

SC(47) -
S DC

SFwDF1

S FWDV2
SC(48) -

S FWDF1

SC(49) =
S FWDBL C

SFwDF1
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sc(5o) =
SFTRQF1 (KIt)

SFTRQT2

SFTRQF 2 (Kf2)
sc(51) =

SFTRQT2

SFTAUN2
sc(52)=-

SFTAUT

SFp5
SC(53) = --------

SFp4

SFp6
SC(54) = ---------

SFp5

Ntl ' desCNHPCF

SC(55) SFTINP _S4_xX4

Nt2, des CNLPCF

SC(56) SFT2NP

SFT 4SFwIY[ IT FHPCF

SC(57) = "_FPTISFp4Ntl, d_

SC(SB)=

SFT5 SFWDT2 TFLPC F

SFFPT2SFp5Nt2, desCNLPCF SFpcNT2
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SC(59)- SFWDF1

SFWDFT

SC(60) - SFwDF2

S FWDFT

SPUT = "TRUE"

sc(6_)-
I000 SFDHT1

SFHPT1Ntl, des _SFT4 DHHPCF CNHI_F SFpcNT 1

SC(62) =
I000 SFDHT2

SFHPT2Nt2,des SFv/_T5 DHLPCF CNLPCF SFpcNT 2

SC(63) - 2S FDHT1

S FT4

SC(64_ - "2SFDHT2

SFT5

sc(65) =
15J SFDHT1SFwDT1

TrSFTRQT iNtl'desSFpcNT 1

SC(66) =
15J S FDHT2S FWDT2

7r SFTRQT2Nt2 ' desSFpcNT 2

sc(67) =
SFp21 SFp21

SFpRFIS Fp2PRIC F 15SFp2

for SUPER="TRUE"
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SFp3

SC(68)= SFpRcSFp21PRCCF

SFp32

SC(69) = SFpRF2SFp2PRFCF

sc(_o)=
SFT2

2T2, des

SFT21
SC(71) =

2T2. i,des

SFT2
SC(72) = --

2T 2,des

SC(73) SFFPFISFp2

=2Psl SFwDF-- _ _ T2, des

WAIC F

SFFPC SFp21

sc(_4) =--
2Psl SFwDC

WACC F

SFFPF2 SFP2

SC(7_5)=-- _ *- _/ T2,de s
2Psl SFWDF2

wAFCF

sc('z_) = _c

*Use SFwDFT for SPLIT="TRUE." 95



s¢(78) = _f2

SFp21
SC(79) -

15SFp2

sc(8o) -
SFp3

15SFp21

SFp32
SC(81) --

15SFp2

sc(82) --S FTRQFINfl_ desSFpcNF1

S FWDFIS F H21S30J

SC(83) = SFTRQCNc' desSFpcNc rr

S FwDcS F H 3S 30J

SC(84) = SFTRQF2*Nf2_ desSFpcNF2 _

SFwDF2*SFH32S30J

SC(85) = An4

SFAN 4

sc(87) -

SC(86) -

S FTRQF 2

S FTRQF T

Ablc

S FABLC

for S PLIT="TRUE"

*Use SFWDFT and SFTRQF T for SPLIT="TRUE. "
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sc(88) =

1/2 _,
v3 "_ WDV3

SFp3 2

v3 SFwDv3

SFp35

SC(89) =

_t I/2 _,
v2 _" WDV2

SFp21

v2 rWDV2

SFp22

SC(90) = r]sc

7r SFTRQFINfl , desSFpcNFI
SC(91) -

30J SFH21SFwDFI

for SUPER="TRUE"

SC(92) =

1
I-

PRICF

SFpRF1

SC(93) =

1
I-

PRCCF

SFpR c

SC(94) -

1
I-

PRFC F

SFpRF2

SC(95) - 0.25
ETAIC F

SC(96) - 0.25
ETACCF
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SC(97)- 0. 25
ETAFCF

SC(98)- SFp32
SFp21

SC(99)= S FWDBLS

sc(loo) -
S FWD B LS

SFwDF2

S F wDB LS

S FWDV3

sc(iol)-
SFWDBL S

SFwDF1

S FWDBL S

S FWD C

An 3
SC(I02) - --

S FAN 3

P8
SC(i03) -

SFp8

Analog Coefficients

S FWDF1
c(1) -

S Fw21SF t,
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c(2)- w2.i,i

SFw21

SFwDFI
c(3)-

SFw21SF t,

T2.1_ iC(4) =

SFT21

S FWDV2
C(5) -

SFw22SF t'

W2.2, i
C(6) -

SFw22

C(7) = SFWDV2

SFw22SF t,

T2.2, i
C(8) -

SFT2 2

C(9) ----W3' i

SFw3
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C(10) = T3,----_

SFT3

c(11) = SFwDc
SFw3SF t, (10)

C(12) - SFwDc

S Fw3SFt, (10)

C(13) = W4, i

SFw4

C(14) =

S FT4

c(15)= SFWDB

SFw4SF t, (10)

C(16) = SFwDB

SFw4SF t, (10)

C(17) = W5, i

SFw5

_,00
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C(18) - T5' i

SFT5

c(19)=
S FWD T 1

SFw5SF t, (10)

C(20) = S FWDT1

S Fw5S Ft, (10)

C(21) - w6, i

SEw6

C(22) = T6, i

SFT6

C(23) -
S FWDN1

SFw6SF t, (10)

C(24) =
SFWDNI

SFw6SF t, (10)

C(25) -S FWDV3

SFw35S Ft,
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RASFw21SFT21
C(26) = --

SFp21V2. i (10)

W3.5, i
c(2_)=-------

S Fw 35

RAS FW35 S FT 35
C(28) = --

SFp35V3.5 (10)

SFWDF2

C(29) = SFw32SFt '

c(3o) =
RASFw22SFT22

SFp22V2.2 (10)

c(31)=_
SFw32

C(32) :
RASFw32SFT 32

SFp32V3, 2(10)

C(33) =
S FWDN3 -

S FW7 S F t,

C(34) :
RAS FW 3S FT 3

SFp3V 3 (10)
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C(35) = wT' i

S FW7

RAS FW7 S FT7
C(36) - "

SFpTV 7 (10)

30S FTRQT 1
c(37)=

w ItlNtl,desSFt,SFpcNTI

c(38) =
RAS Fw4S FT4

SFp4V 4 (107

C(39) - Ntt_i --_

Ntl, desSFpcNT1

30S FTRQT 2
C(40) =- -

it2Nt2'dessFt,SF p CNT2

C(41) =
RASFw5SFT5

SFp5V 5 (107

C(42) =
Nt2, i

Nt2, desSFpcNT2
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C(43) =
RAS FW 6S FT 6

SFp6V 6 (10)

C(44) -
SFwDv3

S Fw35S F t,

T3.5, i
C(45) -

SFT3 5

C(46) -
SFwDF2

SFw3 Srt,

T3.2, i
C(47) -

SFT3 2

S FWDN3
C(48) -

S Fw7S F t,

C(49) - TT' i

SFT7
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c(53) =

c(5o) -

c(51) :..

c(52) =

KfiNt2, des

Nfl, des

bSFFINP

SFpRFI

a

SFpRF1

P2 SFpRFI

(i0)SFp21

/' T2, des 1
T 2 i0

SU PER="TRUE"

a + b(flnp) = prfl

An2
C(54) - --

S FAN 2

P2
C(55) -

SFp2

Anl
C(56) -

S FAN 1

C(57) = WF_ i

S FWD F
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APPEND_ E

COMPUTER LISTINGS OF DATA INPUT PROGRAM,

MAIN PROGRAM, AND SUBROUTINES

GENERALIZED TURBOFAN ENGINE DATA INPUT PROeRAM

DIMENSION VALS (! 68)
SCALED FI_ACTION SC(125),AI(24),XVALS(I !,8,12),YVALS(g,12),

I ZVALS(! B,8,12)
O OMMONIMAPS IXUA LS, YVALS ,ZVALS, IX(12) ,JY(12) ,NX(12) ,NY(I_)
C OMMON/AZ/SC/BZ IMN ICZ/AI
DEFINE ISF('635)
LOGICAL SENSW,LERR

C*****D_'.TERMINE MAP NUMBERS AS USED IN MAIN PROGRAM
I TYPE 2
2 FORMAT(/3X,6tHDEPRESS SENSE SWITCHES TO SELECT CONFIGURATION. TH_

1N R-S-R./)
PAUSE
IF(SENSW(5)) GO TO ?
IF(SENSW(e)) GO TO S
NI:I
N2:S
GO TO ! !

7 NI:3
N2-_
GO TO I II

8 N_:I!
IF(SE_V(7)) gO TO 9
HI:!
GO TO le

9 Nl:3
1| NMP: N2-NI+I

ISF=II
TYPE I 3

13 FORMAT(/$X,63HPLACE DATA TAPE FOR DIGITAL COEFFICIENTS IN HSPTR.
ITHEN R-S-R./)

PAUSE !
READ (4,14) NSC

14 FORMAT(IA)
READ (4,1_)(SC(I),I=ImNSC)

I_ FORMAT (_$8)
TYPE ! (;

16 FORMAT(/SX, 65HPLACE DATA TAPE FOR DAC INITIAL CONDITIONS IN HSPTR.
1 THEN R-S-R./)
PAUSE 2
READ (4,15)(A1(I),I=!,24)

CI-I,_e.I, INITIALIZE FOR READINO MAP DATA
NCU:S
NPT:8
NTBL: NCV* (2,_flPT+ ! )
TyPE I?,NI pN2

IT FORMAT(/SXt3IHPLAOE DATA TAPES FOR MAPS NO. ml2tlH-tI2tllH IN HSPT
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IR°/)
TYPE ! 8

18 FORIqAT(/3X,42HDEPRESS SSkf(A) ROR DATA LXST.
DO 2_ N=NIpN2
PAUSE 3
READ (4 t 19)XgC_YSCtZSC

19 IrORIqAT(3F'9.2)
C,_*ml-g,R EAD Y VALUES

READ (4_211)(VALg(Z)IT=I,NCV)
211 FORMAT(SFS.3)

J: NCV+!
C,t_,,*,m-_READXpZ PAIRS

READ (4,21)(VALS(T)pI:J,NTBL)
21 FORMAT (8F9.4)

C,_,_,_CALE HAP VALUES
DO 22 J=IINCV
DO 22 T:!,NPT
TIr(VALS(J).EQ.YSC) GO TO 31
YVALS (Jr N): VALS (J)/YSC
GO TO 31

_,11 YVALS (J, N): ._9999S
31 KX: NCV+2,*((J- ! ),kNPT+I)-I

IF(VALS(KX).EQ°XSC) GO TO 32
XVALS ( ! t J t N): PALS (K X)/XSC
80 TO 33

32 XVALS (T tJ t N)= ,9999gS
33 Tlr(VALS(KX+I).EQ.ZSC) GO TO 34

ZVALS (T ,J, N): VALS O(X+l ) IZSC
GO TO 22

34 ZVALS (1' ,J, N): ,99999S
22 CONTI filE:

C,g_,v-k,_TEgT FOR SCALED ]rRACTTON OVERF'LOV
]F(.ROT.LERR(13)) GO TO 24
TYPE' 23

23 IrORPIAT(24HSCALED IrRACTTON OVERIrLOW)
PAUSE 4
ISIr:!

24 IX(N):I
JY(N):!
NX(N): NPT
NY(N):NCV
TF(°NOT.SENSW(I)) GO TO 2_
TYPE 25 p (YVALS (Ji N)'tJ: ! ,NCV)

25 IrORMAT(8_7)
DO 2K J:l tNCV
TYPE 25, (XVALg ( !, J _N) ,Z UALg ( ! ,J t N), 1= 1, NPT)

2_ COIT!NUE
TYPE 2'/

2'/ IroRMAT(/3X, 15HDATA I9 LOADED./)
PAUSE 5
END
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GENERALIZED TURBOJET OR TURBOFAN [NOIN[ SIffULATION

C**,,-_,ADC VAR]ABLES
SCALED FRACTZON P21 iT21 ,P22,T22,P3,T3,P4,T4,PS,TS,P6,TK,

! P55,T35,P32,T32,PTtT?,PCNTI ,PCNTP--oAN2,1_*ANI ,VDF
C***,_.DAC VARIABLES

SCALED FRACT;ON T21DNoDV21 ,T22DN,DV22,T$SDN,DV35,T52DNoDV32,
I T3DN,DV3 ,T4DN,DV4,TSDNoDWS,T_;DN,DV_ pT?DN,DVT,DTQTI ,DTQT2,
9. PRC ! FPC pTAUT, XDAC

SCALED FRACTTON ABLS,TD.,PB,SC(19-57 pPCNFI ,PCNF2,PCNC,T21S,
I T3S,TSS,T6SpT35SoT?S,CP21 ,GM21 ,CVD.I ,CP35,CU35,GM35,CP3,CV3,
9. GM3,FG3,VDBL! ,VDBLD.,k_DOVBoPSN4oFD.N4,FIN4*VI)BLCtVDB*
3 FAR4 ,CP4 pCV4 ,Bl_4 ,¥DF! pTRQFI ,VDC ,TRQC ,VDTI ,TBOTI ,FARS,
4 CPS,CVS, BI_5,VDTD- ,TROTD. ,FAR_tCP_;tCV_pBMBjPSN! ,FD.N l ,FI N! •
5 VDNI ,VDF2wH3,H3SpHD.! ,HD.IS,H4pH4S,HD.IPoH3P,HSP,H6P,HS,
e; TRQIe_,P_N2tF_N'2 ,F! ND.,VDND.,'#DN4,FAR?pCP?oCVToGIq?,VDFTpTRQFTp
? PSN3,F2N3,F! N3,VDN3,TAB,CPAB,GMAB,CVAB,PR_I ,FPFI ,PRF_pFPFD.,
g PRFIS, AI (9.4) ,XVALS (l 1,8,12),YVALS(B, 12),ZVALS(I 0,8, ! 2) *SSGRT

SCALED FRACTION PSBL,F9.BLpFIBLpAN4tABLC,T AUN! ,TAUNA_
I TAUN_ ,.TAUN3 ,T39.S,T29S _CP_9.,CV_2, _1_9.9.,CP39. _CV39., (_39.,VDV2,
9. VDV3, k_)OUT, TR F! ,HSS oHe;, H_S_ H39., H39.S ,H35 ,H35S,H? ,HTS,
3 H29. •_9.S, HAB, HABS,T2S ,C P_ ,CV2, _9. ,HD.S, HD.,H39.P, AN3 _VDBLS

COMMON/MAPS/XVALS, YVALS, ZVALS, ]X (| 9.) ,JY( 19.7 _NX(19.) ,NY(12)
C Of'_qON/AZ ISC fBZ/lqN/CZ / AI
DEF_ N[ XSlr('635)
LOGICAL SENSW,LERR,HBPR,MIX,STRM3,TURBJI ,TURBJD.,SUPER,SPL_T

C_0-_,O-_*!N_T_AL]Z[ ANALOG
CALL G_HYI N (_ E'RR, _B|)
CALL qSEUN(IERR)
CALL _SSECN (ILrRR)

C,*r****ESTABL! SH C ONF! GURAT! ON
TYPE 1?

IT FORIqAT(/3X,(;tHDEPRESS SENSE SV!TCHES TO SELECT CONF!GUEATZON.
IN R-_-R,/)
PAUSE
_F(SENSV(9.)) GO TO !
H_PR: ,FALSE,
CALL QVCLL (2, .FALSE., lEER)
GO TO 9.

! _PR:.TRU[.
CALL OVCLL (2, .TR U[., 1ERR)

9. IF(SENSV(3)) GO TO 3
MIX: ,FALSE,
CALL QVCLL (3, .FALSE., !ERR)
GO TO 4

3 _IX:.TRUE.
CALL _VCLL (_ _ .TRUE., IERR)

4 IF(SENSV(4)) GO TO 5
STRM3: .FALSE,
CALL QVCLL (4, .FALSE. _ lEER)
GO TO

5 STRH$: .TRUE.
CALL QVCLL (4, .TRUE., !ERR)
IF(SENSV(5)) GO TO ?
TURDJ I -".FALSE,
CALL OVCLL (5, .FALSE., !ERR)

THE
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GO TO 8
? TURBJI :.TRUE.

CALL QVCLL (5, .TRIE,, IERR)
IF(SEtlSV((;)) O0 TO 9
TURBJ2= ,FALSE.
CALL eVCLL(_o.FALSE. BIERR)
GO TO II

9 TURBJ2:.TRUE,
CALL QVCI:L (6, .TRUE., ;ERR)

11 IF(SENSV(?)) GO TO 11
SUPER= ,FALSE,
CALL QVCLL(?p.FALSE. pIERR)
GO TO 12

!1 SUPER: .TRUE.
CALL _VCLL (?_ .TRUE. t IERR)

12 IF(SE:NSV(e)) GO TO 13
SPLIT:.FALgE.
eO TO 14

13 SPLIT:.TRUE,
SPECIFIED IS NOT ALLOWEDC_,*'I-I,*STOP PROORAH IF CONFIGURATION

14 IF(TURBJI.AND.TURBJg-) STOPI
IF( (TURBJ I .OR ,TURB J_-). AND. (HBPR oOR.MIX,OR. STRM3. OR,SUPER,OR,

! SPLIT)) STOP'2
IF(. NOT.HBPR, AND, (STRM3.0R.SUPER,OR,SPLIT)) STOP3
I F(STRM3. AND,SUPER) STOP4

C_-*,*',k*I NI TIALIZE REQUIRED I NPUT/OUTPUT
P8:SC (11t3)

OF PROGRAM BY R-S-R./)

T_-: SC ( l )
TAUfl I :, IIII 18
TAUN2:, IIIIIS
TAUH3:, | ! |1 IS
TAUIt4:. IIII iS
VDFI'-. 11|01S
iDF2: ,01111S
VDNI:,III|flS
kq)N2: .|It|IS
¥1)N3: .11110S
VDN4:.IIIIIS
AN4:SC (_5)
AN3:SC (112)
ABLC:SC (8(_)
ABLS:SC (32)
t/1)V2: ,llll|g
VDV3:. I I I I IS
TR{I_-", I III I$
TR Qlrl =, 111118
TRQT2:.O|IIIS
VDBLC=,IIItlS
VDBLS: .11011S

15 CALL QYBDAS(AI,I_24,I£RR)
2! CALL QSTDA
3! CALL QS]C(]LrRR)

ISF=|
TYPE 35

35 FORMAT(/3X944HPROCEED TO DYNAI_]C PART
PAUSE

41 CALL QRBADS(P21ttl,24,IERR)
42 PCNFI:SC (4)_PCNT2
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45

35

91

93

9(;

91,

PCNI:'2: SC (5)*PC NT2
PCNC:PCNTI
T_S: .2 II II 0 IIS*T2
T_S: ,'211f | |_*T22
T32g = .2 | ! | JS'1'32
T35g: .2 II | I!gg*T 35
T3S= .41151S*T3
TSS: .81111S*T5
t(;S: .5flllS*t(;
TTS: .5 IIIIIllfS_T7
CALL PROCOM(T2S,, | I f 1111S,CP2,CV2, OM2, H2S)
H2 =H2S/.33333g
CALL PROCOM(T3S, .lllllgS,CP3,CV3,(_3,H3g)
H3: H_/. (;(;(;(; 7g
F03:,44218S+,34(;745*_3
VDBL 1: ( (_C ((;)*IrG3*P 3 )/SSQR T ( T3 ) )/. 5 I! 1111tIS
¥DBL2= ( (SC (1,)¢Ire3*P3) ISSQRT(T3) )1.5 IIII IS
VDOUg: ( (SC (8)_FO3*P3) ISSQRT (?,3)) I°5 II_ 111S
I Ir(.NOT.SUPER) GO 10 53
PRFI S: (SC ((;?)*P_ I ) IP2
CALL TRAT(PRFIS, .1,11111111S,TRFI)
T21 : ( ( .25111S*TRFI I$0 (911)+.2gllg IS)*T2) 1.21 llIII$
T21S: ,9 i1111fS*T21
CALL PROCOM(T2 IS,. tltlIItlIS,CP21 ,CV21 ,Glq2 ! ,H21S)
1421=I42 IS/.33333S
IF(TUIRBJI) 80 TO 911
CALL ilOZZL (P'Z 1 ,PS,SC (9) ,FI BL ,FEBL, PgBL)
VDBLC = ( (P2 1.klr I BL*ABLC )/$SeRT (T9-1 ) )/SC ( 111)
VDB-" (SSGRT (P 3...P4) )/$C ( 1! )
FAR4: (SC ( ! 9.),¥Dlr)/¥DB
CALL PROCOff(T4 ,FAR4.CP4.CV4, OM4, _14S)
H4: HAS*. (;II III 11g
MN:!
TF(TURBJI .OR.SUP[R) HN-3
!F(MN°[e.3) O0 1'0 95
CALL FNCMP(I .P2,T2,H2 oP21 ,T21 ,PCNI:'! .VDF! .H21P,TRQFI .PRFI .FPFI )
MN:MN+!
CALL FNCMP(2,P2I ,T2I ,_P2I ,P3.1'3,PCNC,VDC.H3P,TRQC,PRC,irPC)
TF(,NOT,HgPR) 80 TO 9(;
IF(ABLS.LI':..IIIIItlS) O0 TO 9(;
VDBLS: ( ABLS_3SQRT (P2 1-SC (9_)*P32))/SC (99)
IF(.NOT.SUPER) GO TO 9"/
VDFI: V1)C*SC (41,)+VDBLC*'S C ( 49 )+¥DBLS*SC ( ! 111)
TRQF! -- (( (142 I- 1.12')/SC (9 ! ) )*¥DFI )/PC NF!
l'l N:I'IN+I
XDAC: VDFI
CALL TLIRB(I.P4,T4,H4.PS,PCNTI,VDT!.HSP.TRQTI)
flN:MN+l
FARS: (FAR4**5111 I111$)/( .5 ItI11111S+( .5 II I11111_+.11251111S*FAR4)*_C ( ! 3)*

I VDBLI/VDTI)
CALL PROCOH(TSS.FARS.CPS,CV5 ,Gtq5 ,HSS)
XS=HSS*. 1,5ellllS
tF(.NOT.TURBJI) GO 10 11111
T(;=TSI,6251111S
T_$: .511 t I |S,T(;
FAR(;= FAR5
P(;:P5
GO TO fill
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! |P CALL 1L;RB(2,PStlS,HSpPe;pPC_T2tWOT2,HAPol'R_T2)
MN:MN+I
FAR6= ( IrAR5_!. . 5 e g| gS ) / (. 5 ee ttS+(. 5 | | | IS+. |25 | | S,I,FAR5 ),IrSC ( 147 _,

I VDBL2/VDT2)
I Ig CALL PROCOff(T_;SpFARAoCP(;tCV_;.eq_;._R;S)

H_: X651 ._3333$
CALL NOZZL(PA,P?,SC(IS),FINI.F2NI.PSNI)
¥DNI: ( (PA*F I NIZAM 1)/$SQRT (T(;))/SO ( i (;7

141 IFC.NOToHBPR) GO TO 215
CALL PROCOH(T32_,. gSOBO_,CP32,CV32, (_32,H32_)
H32: H32_ /o33333S
CALL PROCOM(T35S, .||OIO_;,CP35pCV3_,(]lq35,H35S)
H35:X35t/.$3533S
CALL FNCHP(3tP2 ,T2tX_pP32.T32.PCIIF2,VOF2,H32PtTRQF2.PRF2,FPF2)
IF'(.NOT._PLIT) (]0 TO 13!
VOFT: WDleg-
TRQFT:TRQI_
VDP2: (VDFT-SC (59)*VDF'I)/SC (Sg)
TRQP2: (gO ( 611),kTR QIrT_,k_)F2 IWDFT ) ISC (87)

15ii XDAC:VDF2
CALL NOZZL(P35 pP'/,_C ( I 7) ,FIN2 ,Ir21t2 ,PSN2)
VDI_: ( (P35*ff I N2,_AN2 )/gIQRT (T35) )/SC ( 1_ )

! 9 | VDV3: (SSQI] T ( P32- P35) ) ISC (_8)
! 93 DWS2:VDF'2-VOV3+¥DBLS,I,$C ( I f 0)

T32DlI: (H321_ WDF2- H32,_VDV3+X2 I*,VDBL$,I, gC ( 11 ! ) )/0V32- T32,iDW32
D¥39:VgV$-VDlt2
T35Dlt- ( H32,1,VDV3.. H35,0,VDti2 )/CV35- T35.DV35
IF(MIX) 80 TO 210
TAUN I = (VDN I,eV2111,*SgQRT (C Pt;*T (;)) ISC (3?)+ ( AN1. (Pill I -$C ( 15)*

! PT) )tic (38)
TAUN_: ( VDN2,_F2112_JSQRT (CP35.T35) )ISC ( ! 9)+C Afl2,_ (PSN2-SC( ! 7),k

! P7))/SC(20)
I_(STRM3) GO TO 210
TAUT:SC (24) _T AU!11+SC ( 52),AT AUII2
eo TO 228

2|D FART=(FARt;,.51P|If_)/(.5|f_S+(.5_I_B_$+.II25|I_;,IrAR_)/(_C(27)_
l YON!/VDI_ ))
CALL PROCOIq(TTg, FAR ? _CP? .C V7 .(;M7 ,HTS)
H'/: HTS/. 83333S
CALL NO;EZL(P7,P_ffC(2_)_ffl N3._2ff3,Pgli3)
Vl)l13= ( (PT_F ! li3_Ali3)/SSQRT (T7))/gO (2))
TAUli3: ( VD 113,_F2l13",_JSgRT (C PT_T T) )/SC (3 _ )+ ( AN3_ (PgN3-SC (28)*

I PS))/SC (3l)
2 |_; DVT:- WDN3+_C ( 34),_rVDN 1+-9C ( 35 ),*_DN2

TTDIt: ( .4 |ll IS*_C (35)I, H35*VDN2+SC (34),*He;,iVgfl I -HTi, VDN3)
I /CV'/-T?*DV7

]F(gTRIq3) _0 TO 211
TA fJl":TAUN3
GO 1'0 228

21 II CALL NOZZL(P22,PS,IC(9).fflN4,1_2N4.PfN4)
211 CALL PROCOM(I'2_S . .BIIIIIS.CP_2.CV22._M22.X22S)

X22:H2 2S/,33333f
Vl) N4: ( (P_E*FI N4*Ali4 ) ISSW_T (T22))/SC (21 )
VDVR: (SS_RT (P_ I-_2) )/SO (89)
D_-: VDV"_,,.Vl) N4
T22 DN: ( H_ 1,I,VDV2-1422,kVOll4 )/0V22- T22iOV22
IF(.MOT.HBPR) GO TO 219 .........
TAUli4= (WDN4i, F2 N4i,S_QRT (C P2 2,_T22) ) ISC (22) +( AN4_ (P_N4- ffC(9)_r
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! Pg))/SC (23)
IF(MIX) GO TO 212
TAUT:SC (24).TAUN I ÷SC 425 )*TAUN2+SC (2_)*TAUN4
GO TO 29-7

212 TAUT:SC (3_)_TAUfl3+SC (2_;).TALIN4
GO TO 227

2!5 IF(TL_BJI°OR°TtlRBJ2) GO TO 22fi
CALL NOZZL(P22.P?pSC(3).lrl N4.Ir2N4.P'3N4)
GO TO 211

219 IF(MIX) GO TO 222
TAUN4= (¥DN4,_F2 N4,_:JSQRT(CP22*T22))/SC (22)+( AH4* (PSN4- SC (3)*

I P?))/SC (23)
22 | TAUHI-- (VT)NI.F2NI,_SQRT (CP_,_T6))/SC (3?)+(ANI_(PSNI-SC( ! 5)*

t P?))ISC (38)
TAUT=SC (24)*TAUN]+_C (26)*TAUN4
GO TO 22"/

222 FAR?= (F'AR6, .5li li lies )/( ,5li lili IS+( ,5 Ill! li !iS+. li25 lilIS.F'AR_) / (SC (2),
! WDNI/WON4))
CALL PROCOM(TTS,FART_CPT,CVT,_?,H?S)
H?: H?S/._3333S
CALL NOZZL(PTpPS,SC (28) ,1_1ff3tP2N3oPSN3)
VDN3: ( (P?*FI _13*AN3)/SSQRT (T?))/SC (29)
TAUN3= (WDN3*F2113*SSORT (CPT*TT))ISC (3 I)+(AN3*(PSffS-SC (28)*

I P8)),_C(31)
D¥7:- k_)N3+SC (34)*Vl)N I +SC (33).YON4
TTDN: ( .4| li li fS_w_C 435 ).H22*VO N4+SC (54).H_;*VDN ! - HT.¥ON 5)/CVT-T ?*DV7
TAUT=TAUN5

227 IF(TURBJ|) 90 TO 25|
IF'(TURBJ2) 80 TO 228
WOOUT=_C (48)*WDV2-
gO TO 229

22f3 VDou'r=. I li ItliliS
229 IF(SUPER) O0 TO 25e

Dk_ l: k_)F I-SC (47)*WDC- VDOLfT- SC ( 49 ),_R)gLC-SC ( l li ! )*WOBLS
1'21 DR: (H2 1F_WDFI-H2 I*(SC (4?).WI)C+WDOUT+SC (49)*WDBLC+SC ( ! ¢! )*

! t_)BLS) )/CV2 I-T21 *D_2 !
25 # DWS:krDC-WgB-SC (39).WDBL ! -SC (4_).WOBL2-SC (41)_,VDOVB

T 3D N=(H3 I_ WDC- HS* ( WDB-+SC ( 39 ),*Vl)B L ! +SC ( 4 li ) _VDB L2+SC ¢41 )
! .VDOVB )) ICVS-TS*DV5
TAB: ( .4 O! ! liS.T 5-.T 4 ),_3C (42)+T4
CALL PROCOM(TAB..I||lifS,CPABpCVABt_MAB,HAgS)
HAB: HABS* ._lili IliS
DW4=WDB-VgT I+SC (44)*WDF
T49N: (HAB*WOB+SC (43)*Vl)P'- H4*WDT l )/CVA-T4*DW4
IF(TURgJI ) WDT2:WDN!
DVS= kll)T l - WDT2+_C (59),WDBL 1
T50 R=(H 5 P_WDT1+SC (45) .kH5*WDBL ! * HS,WOT2 )/C US- TS*DW5
IF(TURBJI) gO TO 235
Dye= VDT2-'_ N! +_C (4 t_),¥D9 L2
TKOfl= (H _I_WOT2+SC (4_).HS*WDBL2-H6*WDN 1)/CV_-TK*OW_

935 DTGTI :TROT I -TRgC
DTQT2=TR QT2-SC (5|)*TRQF!-_C (51 )*TRQF'2

C_._*TEST FOR SCALED FRACTIO_I OVERFLOW
IF(.NOT.LERR(15)) GO TO 2511

C,o,_.I_ST FOR OPERATE ffODE
CALL _AMI (MODE)
IF(MODE.EO,4) CALL OSH(IERR)
TYPE 24 !
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240 FORMAT(24HSCALED FRACTION OVERFLOW)
PAUSE
ISF:g
IF(MODE.E@.4) CALL @SOP(IERR)

25! IF(.NOToSEN_W(I)) GO TO 57f
C**w,w,*TYPE CURRENT VALUES
C*****TE_T FOR OPERATE MODE

CALL ¢_AMT (MODE)
IF(MODE.EQ.4) CALL QSH(IERR)

2(;0 TYPE 2?0
27g FORMAT(SX,43M WDFI WDC WDB WDTI WDT2 )

TYPE 2B_,WDF! tWDC ,WDB ,WDT l tWDT2
280 FORMAT(SX,5 (S?_2X)/)

TYPE 29e
29e FORMAT(SXp45H WDNI WDN2 WDN5 WDN4 WDF"Z )

TYPE 2BB,W1)N! 9WDN2_WI)NS,WDN49WDF'2
TYPE 5eg

500 FORMAT(SX,45H P'2 P21 P35 P3 P4 )
TYPE 281,P2,P2 1 _P35,PS,P4
TYPE 31 !

31 ! FORMAT(SXp45H P5 P(; P? P22 P52 )
TYPE 281 pPS,P6tPTtP22tP52
TYPE 52 t

321 FORMAT(SXp43H T55 T3 T4 T5 Te; )
TYPE 9-_! tT55 tT5 tT4 t T5 tT(;
TYPE 53 I

53t FORMAT(SX,45H T? T2 T21 TAUN! TAUN2)
TYPE 281oT?tT2pT21pTAUNIpTAUN2
TYPE 54 !

341 FORMAT(SX,43H TAUN3 WO_ PCNTI PCNT2 PCNFI)
TYPE 281tTAUNStWDF_PCNT! oPCNT2_PCNFI
TYPE 35 !

351 FORMAT(SXp43H PCNF'2 PCNC AN! AN2 AN3 )
TYPE 2BItPCNF'2pPCNC_ANI,AN2pAN3
TYPE 5(;!

5(;I F'ORMAT(SXp43H AN4 ABLC ABLS TAUN4 TAUT )
TYPE 281o AN4 t ABLCpABLS ,TAUN4 pTAUT
IF(MODE.E@.4) CALL @SOP(IERR)

Cw_***OUTPUT TO ANALOG AND RETURN
37t CALL @@BDAS(T21DNl.lt24tlERR)

CALL '¢_'DA " "

END

GENERALIZED _AN AND COMPRESSOR _UBROUTINE VERSION IT

SUBROUTINE ]rNCMP (N, PI N, TI N, HI N, POUT, TOUT, SPD, F'LOoMOUTP, TOR(_,RR,IrP)
SCALED FRACTIOti PIN_TINtPOUTtTOUToSPDtFLOpTOUTPpCPOUTI

I C VOUT_GMOUTpTORGtPR olrP,K tTTERMt$SORTtNP_MAPFUN,TAVtCP
C V,OM _TR tTOI_T__TI I@3_C (125) tXVALS (I I_St I_-),YVALS (BtlP.)_

5 ZVA[.S(I 1,8, 12) ,EFF,HIN,HOUTP_HS,HOUTS_I(HtPRS
COMMON/MAPS/XVALSt YVALS _ZVALS _IX(12) _JY(IP-) t NX(I 2) _NY(12)
COMMON/AZ/SC IBZ/MN
PR: (gC ( N+(; (;),P OUT)/P I N+_C ( N+91 )
TTERM-- .717 ! ! S*SSORT (SO (N+(;9)W, TI N)
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fell

2o_

NP-- ( .50 ¢ ee_,_PD)/TTERM
TP= MAPFUN(MN _PR_NP)
_ff=MN+!
EFF: MAPYUN(H ff9PR_NP)
FLO: (_C (l_-72)*TP*P ! N)/TTERM
IF'(N.EQ.2) GO TO 10t
I(: .2 0000_
KH--".33333S
TI NS:TIN
GO TO 20_
K= .40000_

TINS:._i!tOS*TIN
TA V:R* (TOUT+_C (N+75)*(TI NS-TOUT) )
CALL PROCOM(TAV, .00000S,CP,CVt_ff,HS)
PRS= (_;C (N+?B)*POUT)/PI N
CALL TI_AT (PRS, BM.,TR)
TOUTP= ( ($C (H+94)*TR/EFF+ oP.00 IIIIS)*T! _IS)/.20 #00S
TOUT_=I(*TOUTP
CALL PROCOI_(TOUTSt .00000StCPOUT,CVOUT,eMOUT,HOUT_)
TORQ= ( (FLC_ (HOUTg- .33333S,HI N) )/SPD)/SC (N+_!)
HOUTP= HOUT_/KH
RETURN
END

GENERALIZED TURBXN[ _UBROUTTN£ V£R_EON 2[

lO0
210

SUBROUTINE TURB(N,PIN,TIN,HIN,POUT,_PD,FLO,HOUTP,TORR)
SCALED FRACTION PIN,TIN,HIN,POUT,SPD,FLO,HOUTP,TORQ,PR,_P,HP,KI,

I TTERff,gSQRT,NP,MAPTUNIDHT,_C(125),×VAL_(10t_,I2)pYVAL_(B,12),
2 ZVALS(IO,8_12)
COMMONIHAPSIXVALS,YVALS,ZVAL_,IX(I2),JY(12)tNX(I2),NY(I_)
C C_ONIAZISO/_Z/P'tN
TTERM=_QRT(TIN)
PR= (_C (N+_2)*POUT)/PI N
NP: ($C ( N+54 ),_PD) fTTERM / ,50 ! ! IS
FP= MAPFUN (M N, P_, NP)
MN:MN+I
HP=MAPFUN(M N, PR _NP)
FLO=((FP_PIN_I_JPO)/T]N)/_C(N+5_)
IF(N.ffiE,I) _0 TO Ill
_l=._eele_
BO TO 200
K1:._500S
DHT=(HP_PD*TTERM)/SC(N+60)
HOUTP=(HIN-_C(N+_2)*DHT)/_!
TOR_= ( (SC (N+64)*DHT*FLO)/_PD)/._0000S
R ETUR N
END
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GENERALIZED CONVERGENT NOZZLE SUBROUTINE VERSION It

_LtBROUTINE NOZZL(PIN,POUT,A,FI,F2pPS)
SCALED FRACTION PIN,POUTtA,FI,F2,PS,PR
INTEGER ERRFLG
PR= (A, POUT)/PI N
IF'(PR.LE..SS685_) GO TO 1 !
PS=A*POUT
GO TO 20

! P PR=°_3_SS
PS= PR*P I N

20 CALL NRMPN(PR_PRNpERRFLG)
IF'(ERRF'LGoNE.I) GO TO _!
CALL CLCPN(PRN_F2)
CALL CLCVN(FI)
GO TO 5¢

5e TYPE 4!
4B FO_HAT(2_HNOZZLE INPUTS OUT OF RANGE)
5¢ RETURN

END

PROCOI_ - CPp CVp GAHMA, & H CALCULATIONS

SUBROUTINE PROCOH(T_ FApCP,CVpGAM pH)
SCALED FRACTION T,IrApCPtCVoGAMIHtCPAoHApAMWpRpTDtCPFtHF
IF(ToGEo°4_O|OS) GO TO 50
IF'(T°(]Eo°241geS) GO TO 41
CPA= o48168S- (. 12464S-T / o9624KS)*T
HA= ,00I ?6S+( .5_558S+ +14175$*T)*T
GO TO _l

40 CPA= .40528S+( .52545S-.38182S*T)*T
HA: .DO] |9S+(.562_S++J _J 50S_T)_kT
GO TO 61

5g CPA: .4_#63S+(.3ef124S-.I5378S*T)*T
HA= -. 0187IS+ (. 64968S+. 11_7! OS*T) *T

_0 AMW=.57941S-. ! 1091S*FA
R: .07945S/AH¥
TD= ,?e 1tlIOS-T
CPF= .9333tS- ( °2935 IS+._175 IS*TD)*TD
HF=-. 1133#5S+ (. _3 e;24_+. 38e;25_*T )*T
H: (. _667S*HA+. I (;_;_TS*HF*FA ) / ( .5 ! i ! IS+. B2S | IS*FA )
CP= (.801elS,I,CPA+.e80elS.CPF.FA)/(.RelOeS+.14|IIS.FA)
CV=CP-R
GAM= .5 O0OIS*CP/CV
RETUR N
END
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C*****TVO-SPOOL EN6INE ISENTROPIC TEMP RATIO CALCULATIONS

SUBROUTINE TRAT(PRCtGAM_TR)
SCALED FRACTION GAMtTR,PRCtg,C,TRC
INTEGER ERRFLB
REAL XN

15B IF(GA_.GE.,_TflmIS) GO TO 3#8
IF(PRC.GE..33333S) GO TO Ell
S=.Se52gS+.??£29S*PRC-._51_4S*PRC*PRC
GO TO 711

2tt S=.gH?45S+.2385|_*PRC-.#911eS*PRC*PRC
GO TO ?|!

31! IF(PRC._E..333_3S) 80 TO 411
S:.4_911S+.894?SS*PRC-(PRC.PRC)f.92895S
GO TO 71!

41t S= .5_215S+.Rg$19S*PRC-.109lgS*PRC*PRC
71# C= ((.K?511S-GAM)_)I.#2511S

CALL NHXTR(PRC,XN,ERRFLB)
IF(ERRFLG.NE,I) GO TO 811
CALL CLCTR(XN,TRC)
GO TO 9BI

8tt TYPE 850
R_t FORMAT(24HTRAT INPUT_ OUT OF RANGE)

GO TO 1111
911 1_=(TRC*(.81111S-.I_IlIS_C))/.81111S

1111 RETURN
END

NOZZLE PRESSURE RATTO NORMALIZATION

_UBROUTINE NRHPN
SCALED FRACTION BR_PT(14)
DATA BRKPT(f),BRKPT_2),BRKPT(3),BRKPT(4),BRKPT(S),

I BRKPT(_).BR_PT(?),BRKPT(8),BRKPT(P),BRKPT(lt),
2 BRKPT(II),BRKPT(12),BRKPT(15)pBRKPT(14)/.tl_IIS,
3 °I!IIB_,.21Pll$,.31111S,.4_IOIS,.51101_,.53_85S,
4 ._11115p.?_lt_,.FtlttSp.85111S,._tlltS,.9_tll_

.99999S/
CALL UBN_(BR_PT(.I),BRKPT(14),BRKPT(_))
RETURN
END

NOZZLE THRUST-VELOCITY CALCULATION,GAMMA=I.55

IIC

SUBROUTINE CLCFN
_CALED FRACTION T(]4)
DATA T(I),T(2),T(3),T(4),TCS),T(_),T(?),T(H),T(9),

1 T(I_),T(II),T(12),T(13),T(14)/.99_99S,.6714_S,.584_,
2 .SlT_t_,.459B3S,.4_557_,.3_592S,.3521_S,.29719S,
3 .23719S,.2_312_,.I_ISS,.II494S,.I_I_S/
CALL FNGNI(T(]))



RETUR N
END

NOZZLE FLOW CALCULATION AT GAMMA=I.35

SUBROUTINE CLCWN
SCALED FRACTION O(14)
DATA G(I),G(2)_G(5)pG(4)pG(5)oG(6)tG(?)pG(8)tG(9),

J G(JJ),G(JJ)fG(J2)_G(J3)_G(J4)/o6?_|4Sf,_?6J4S,
._?_I4_,._7614_,.67GI4S,°67614S,._7614S,.K?e14S,

3 ._3379_,.55818S,.SIOl_S,.4216PS,,Se?32$,.e_IgWS/
CALL FNLKI(G(I))
RETURN
END

ISENTROPIC PRESSURE RATIO NORMALIZATION

SUBROUTINE &_XTR
SCALED FRACTION XLOLIM,XHILIMpXINTVL
DATA XLOLIM,XHILIM,XINTVL./.1666?St.9_381S.,.OO_6?S/
CALL CBNS(XLOLIM,XHILIMoXINTVL)
RETURN
END

ISENTROPIC TEMPERATURE RATIO CALCULATION

SUBROUTINE CLCTR
SCALED FRACTION T(140)
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

T(i),T(2),T(3)/._OetOS,.e2WOIS,.13gT2_/
T(4),T(5),T(6)/.O5631So.ST292_,._868_/
T(T),T(_),T(P)I.I_3_TS,.IITgPS,.I31_gSl
T(IO),T(II),T(12)I.144_4S**I_?49S,.I_P6?Sl
T(13),T(14),T(15)I,IBI445**IP2B2_**293_4Sl
T(16),T(I?),T(IB)I.214_2_**224RgS,.2349_SI
T(IP),T(2_),T(21)I.2447T_,.25432_,.2_3_2_I
T(22),T(23),T(24)l,2727_S,.2fll_TS,.29_23SI
T(25),T(26),T(27)/.2_BT_S,.5_6999,.31511S/

T(31_,T(32),T(_3)I,34_99_,35335_,,Z_5?S/
T(34),T(35)_T(36)/.367_8_,.374_S,.3815_$/
T(37),T(38),T(3P)I*3_27S,.39492S_.4EI4_S/
T(4_),T(41),T(42)/.4O?9_S,.41424S_o42_49S/
T(43),T(44),T(45)/.42_5_,°43272S,.458?IS/
T(46)_T(4?),T(48)/.44462_,.45_45S,.45_2_S/
T(49),T(Sfl),T(51)I.4_I87S,.4_748S,.473_lS/

T(55),T(5_),T(_?)I.49449_,.499TI_,.5_48_I
T(SF),TfP_)_T(6B)I.SB996_.5|_OFS,.SI9_9_/
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DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
CALL

T(II2)tT(IIS)
T(IIS),T(II_)
T(IIS),T(llg)
T(]21)pT(122)
T(124)_T(125)
T(12T),T(12g)
T(13g),T(131)
T(13_)oT(134)

T(64),T(65),T(66)/.53941St.54414_t.548835/

T(7_),T(71),T(72)/._712_**_7159_,.57_01_/
T(73) gT(TA)pT(TS)I.58_AO$_,Sg474S,.589_SS/
T(76),T(77),T(7_)/,SP332St,SP775S**6eI74SI
T(79)tTtS_),T(81)I.ge59_,._I_eSS_.61412S/
T(_2)_T(83),T(g4)/.6181_$,.6222_._2619S/
T(85),T(86)pT(87)/._3glSSt._540_.65798S/
T(88),T(89)tT(91)/._41855_,645_9Sp.6495_!
T(91),T(92),T(93)I._5328S_._57_3S_.6_?65/
T(94)tT(9_)_T(96)I.6_446S,.66813S,.67178_/
T(97) tT(98),T(99)/.6754BS_,679_S_,6_25751
TtI_)_TtI_I)tT(I_2)/.68612S,.68964S_._9314_/

TfI_9)_TflI_),T(llI)/.717_S_.72_32S_.72_62S/
,T(114)1.72691_.7_17S,.73541S/
tT(IIT)/.T36f3S**73983S,.743_2_/
,T(12_)/.74_!_S,.74933S,.7_246_1

,T(129)/.77_8_,.lTGgT_,.77984_/
,T(132)1.7828_S,.7857_,.7_868S/
_T(135)/,79159S,.79449_**TP?_TS/

T(139),T(14_)/.g_8?_S,.FIlS?_/
FNGNI(T(I))

SCALED FRACTION ffAPffUN (!_8,1_)

SCALED FRACTION FUNCTION MAPFUN(NtXIN,YIN)
SCALED FRACTION XIN,YIN,YINCR,XHI,X1..O, XFRAC,L_L,ZR,YI,Y2,

I ffAP_UN,XVALSCI|,8,12),YVALS(8,12),ZVAL_(I_,8,1_)
COMHONIHAPS/XVALStYVALStZVALStIX(12),JY(12)tNX(12),NY(12)
NYC= NY(N)
NXP= NX(N)
I=IX(N)
J=JY(N)

! I_tt YI=YIN-YVALS(J,N)
IFtYI.GT..I_IIIIIIgf)GO TO
Ilr(Yl °EQ**IYI_IIIIII_) GO TO
IF(J.LE,I) GO TO ._IIII
J:J-I
GO TO ! II!

III_ Y2:YIN-YVALS(J+I,N)
IF(Y2,LT.._I_) GO TO
IF(Y2.EQ,._WWfS) GO TO
J:J+l
IF(J.GE.NYC) GO TO 5_
YI =Y'2
GO TO lie

128 YINCR= ._lfie_

11!
12!

14!
IS!
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GO TO 2#f
I3# YINCR--,99999S

GO TO 20f
14m YI NCR=Y!/(YI-Y2)
2fl! XLO=XVALS(IDJ, N)+YINCR*(XVAL_(IoJ+I ,N)-XVALS(I pJ,N))

IF(XINoGT.XLO) GO TO 22Q
IF(XIN,EQ.XLO) GO TO 23!
IF(I.LE,I) GO TO 51!
I=I-I
GO TO 20!

220 XHI=XVALS(I+! ,J, N)+YINCR*(XVALS(I+I t J+! tN)-XVALS(I+I ,J,N))
ZF(XZNoLT.XHI) GO TO 3JJ
]=I+l
IF(XIN,EOoXHT) GO TO 23!
IF(I.GE.NXP) GO TO 50!
XLO=XHI
GO TO 22!

23e MAPFUN=ZVALS (I ,J, N)+Y! NOR* (ZVAL_ (I ,J+l ,N)-ZVALS ( I oJ,N) )
GO TO 40!

5el ZR:ZVALS(]+I ,J,N)+YINCR*(ZVAL_;(I+I oJ+! oN)-ZVAL._;(I+I oJpN))
ZL=ZVALS (T ,J_ N)+Y] NCR* (ZVALS (] tJ+! oN)-ZVALS (I ,JoN) )
XFRAC= (XI N-XLO)/(XHZ-XLO)
MAPFLIN=ZL+XFR AC* (ZR-ZL)

4ee IX(N): I
JY(N):J
RETURN

501 CALL MOOR(N,XINtYIN)
RETURN
END

MAP OUT OF RANGE ROUTIHE (MOOR)

SUBROUTINE MOOR(N,XIN,YIN)
SCALED FRACTION XINtYIN

C.,,,.TEST _'OR OPERATE MODE
CALL ORAM] (TLOC)
IF(ILOC.E_.4) CALL Q_H(IERR)
TYPE _gltN,XINpYIN

_|! IrORMAT(/'THMAP NO.jl3e?.fH INPUTS OUT OF RANGE/_HXIN _ tS?p
I 8H YIN : _ST/)
PAUSE
IF(ILOC,EQ,4) CALL G_3OP(IERR)
RETLIRN
END
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APPENDIX F

SUMMARY OF SCALED EQUATIONS SOLVED ON ANALOG COMPUTER

_0 tT
W21 = C(1)*DW21 dt' + C(2) (FI)

_0 tv
T21 = C(3)* T21DN dt' + C(4)

W21
(F2)

P21 = 10 *C(26)*W21*T21 (F3)

I0 *C(II)*DW3 dt'+ C(9)
W3=

(F4)

_0 t'T 3 = 10"C(12)* T3DN dt' + C(10)
W3

(FS)

P3 = 10 *C(34)*W3*T3 (F6)

O tl
W4 = 10 *C(15)*DW4 dt' + C(13) (F7)

0t'

T4DN
TA = 10 *C(16)*

W4
dr' + C(14) (F8)
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P4 = i0 *C(38)*VV4*'Y4 (F9)

f0 t'W5 = 10"C(19)*DW5 dt' + C(17) (F10)

f0 t'
T5 = 10 *C(20)* T5DN dt' + C(18)

W5
(rll)

P5 = i0 *C(41)*W5*T5 (F12)

W6 =fo t' 10 *C(23)*DW6 dt' + C(21)

(F13)

T_ = --it' 10"C(24)* T6DN dr' + C(22)
D Jo W6

(F14)

P6 = 10 *C(43)*W6*T6 (F15)

f0 t'W7 = C(33)*DW7 dt' + C(35) (F16)

t'T7 C(48)* T7DN dr'+ C(49)
W7

(FIT)

P7 = 10 *C(36)*W7*T7 (Fi8)
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f0 t'W32 = C(29)*DW32 dt'+C(31) ) (FI9)

_f0 t'r32 = C(46)* T32DN dt'+ C(47)
W32

(F20)

P32 = i0 *C(32)*WS2*T32 (F21)

_0 t'W35 = C(25)*DW35 dt' +C(27) (F22)

f0 t'T35 = C(44)* T35DN dt' +C(45)
W35

(F23)

P35 = 10 *C(28)*W35*T35 (F24)

_0 t'W22 = C(5)*DW22 dt' + C(6) (F25)

_O tl

T22 = C(7)* T22DN dt'+ C(8)
W22

(F26)

P22 = 10 *C(30)*W22*T22 (F27)

PCNT1 = C(37)*DTQT1 dt'+C(39) (F28)
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_0 t_
PCNT2 = C(40)*DTQT2 dt' + C(42)

AN1 = C(56)

AN2 = C(54)

P2 = C(55)

WDF = C(57) + Output of controller

IfSUPER =''TRUE'',

P21 : 10"C(52)* [C(51) + t0*C(50)*C(53)*PCNT2]

(F29)

(F30)

(F31)

(F32)

(F33)

(F34)
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APPENDIX G

COMPUTER LISTING OF TURBINE DATA CONVERSION PROGRAM

C]_'ENSII}N CHT(IJ),NRT(C) ,kRTP(10,9),6TA(10,q) ,P_(10,9)

[]NFkSI,:IN PP I(12),_RTP2(t2I,FI(].2),P2(12|

[ ]MEN_I.]N RATIO,(IC,q) ,OHT[ (IC,SI ,WRTPl(IO,ql ,LWRT (IO,q),

[ blPk{ I0, S ),NRTP I(I0,_) ,NRIF2 TIc,g) , LWRT=2 (10 ,q)

RE_L NRT, I WR I,NR TF I,NRIF2, LkRTF2

t_'EL ISTIFEAIIOHTISPEECIhRTIFtCklkRTPlEF F/ETA

N _' EL I ST IPAR At_ l f FR I IPARAM2 IWR TO2

R E,_C ( 5, F,E_I' )

RE_CI_,SPEEn )

Rtt_(c. tPtC%,}

RE/[(5,EFF )

RI_C( _I,PARA m l)
Q E _C ( 5,PARAU _ I

C

{ ..... P_ INT TUEe INE O¢TA TA_LL

C

IOC

tO)

C

6...... £_LCLLATE TURBINE

C

HEAF)I kG

kP ITF(6, ICC)

F[PmAT(IWI,5OX,IBHTURBINE DATA TABLE)

WRITE(_, ICI)

FCFMAT( [t-K, 14X, 3HF_FT I/IX, 3HkR1 p5 X _,3HETA/[5 X ,4H_RTPl ISX, 2HP R )

W_ITE(6, IC2) (hHi(IItI=l_iC)

FCR_'AT(]_K tI4W,IC(FE.4,_X))

PRESSURE RATIC

103

104

(

CC 2 J=I,S

[C l I=I, l0

EbCF=I,/I.61¢.C6

EIICF=,OI_(4

PP(I,.I)=( I.-DHI(II/(CP*ETA(I,JIW_DHCF'kETTCF))_'*(GAk/(C-_F-I. ))

I CChi ]NUF

C

C..... PRINI TURBINE DATA TABLE

C

kBITE(£, IC_-! NRT(JI,(EIA(I,JI,I=£,[OI

FCRMAT( IHK,dX_5.1f]Xt IC(FE.4t3X) }

WRITE(6, ICZ) (WP.TP(I_,J),I=I_,_O), (PR(I_J)_I=I_IO)

FCR_AT(IHJ,I4X_[C(FE.3,3X) /ISX,I0(F6.4,3X) )

CC_ l INUE

C..... Pl_Ikl TURBINE PRESSURE RATIC MAP HEAP, I_G

C

WRITE(6, IC=.)

IO _. FCPM_T(IkIt45X,26HTUR_INE PRESSURE RATIO ,_Pl

WR liE(6, IC()

106 FCR_AT(II-K,I4XtZHPR!ITX,3HkRT,5W,3HDHTIISX,4HW_TF/ 15X,4HLWRTIISX,

I _.I.%.lPNII_)_,SHNPTFIII3):,EHLERTF2114W,SHNRTF2)

kPITE(£,]I]) (PRI(K) ,_=1,12)

C

C..... [KIERPOLAIE TABLE FCR CCNSTANT PRESS_R_ RaTICS
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[F e ,l=1_£

[C 5 K= It 1;

FI(K )= SQP_( loC-P=2,_PF, 2)

F_(_]= $9_I( l.C- oRI(K) ,_:_ ((G_ _ -1.0) / Gt'v))
IF((PR|(K).¢,?. mk(1,J)).CR. (PR[(K).LT.#R(IO,J)))

EF 2 I=l, IC
IF(_P I(K)-PP (ItJ)) 3t4t4

2 CCIkT 1NUE

RtlIC(K_J)= (PP(I-]tJ}-P_I(K)}/(PR(I-ItJ)-FP(I t J))

Cfll(K,J )= DHT(I-I)*kATIC_(K,J}_'(DHT(1)-r_HT (I-I))

WR'_PI(K,J)= wFTP(I-L,J) + RATIC(K,J) _ (W_Tn(I,J)

L_PI(K,J )= DHTI(K,J) ! t_RT(J)

WIP_!(K,J 1= WRTPI(K, l) l kf_l(J)

t_PlFl(KtJ)= NRT(J) I FI(K)

NRIF2(KtJ)-- NPl(,J) / r2(K}

LVRTF2(KtJ)= LWP,I(K_J) / F2(K)

CC I_'I I I','IJF

_ ITE(6t I011 NRT(JIt (I)H_I(_J) _K=L_I2)

107 FCP"AT ( IFK t6 X,PS. 1., 3X _ 12 IF _..4,3Yl )
WPITE(e, Ill} (WRTPI(_(,J), K=I,12) , (LWR_'(_pJ) , K=[, 12)_

i (WTPN(K, J), K = I,I2)_ (N_IF[ (KtJ} _ K=l ,12), (L_PTF2(K,J),

2 K = ],[_), (NR[F2(K,J), K=I,121

ILl FCR_AT (]FJ, I(X, 12(F(.2 ,3X) / 15_, 12(_.3) / 15X_ 12(F6.4,

I __1 I [SX, I2(Ft.I_ 3_) l 15X, 12(_7.6, 2_) I I5X, I2(r6.[,

CENT ]NUF

I:t_01,,, _AP HEADING

W_ ITE(_ IC_)

FCRMAT(IFl_45x_I_HTUCBINL FLOW _AP)

hi:; ] TE ( 6_ lOc, I
F CP_,IAT ( [t-K _ |4X _4H6RTP //_X _ 3HNRI _ 5X _3Hr_HT )

WPllE(St TIC} (kRTP2(w)_ K=I,I2)

FERM_T(IHKtI4X,I2(F6.3t3X})

FCR CChSIAkT FLCW

C

C..... PPINI TUP_ INE

C

110

C

C..... I_IEPP_LAIE TABLE

C

£-C TC 5

E(" 12 J:l,9

EC 12 K:I,12

Z_I]IK,,! 1: O.C

12 CC_l INUE

CC ]l ,J : l t cJ

r£ lC K=I_12

IF((WRTO_(K).LT.WR3P (I_J}).CR. (WRTP2 (K).GI.WRTP([2,J)) )

I F (WRIP( I _ J )-W_TP2 (K)) 7_8_

I C£1_ T INUE

RAII{_(K_J)-- (WPTP(I-I_J)-WqlP2(K))/(WRTP(I-I_J)-WRTP( I,))}

_11(K_J )= DHT(I-I)_-RATIC(K_J)*(DHI(1)-F)HT(I--[))

IC C£_IINUE

I] C£_'_INU6

SICP

SD_T_

- W_TP(I-I, J))

GC TC

3X))

I0
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APPENDIX H

TURBOFAN FUEL CONTROL SIMULATION

In order to investigate the dynamics of turbojet and turbofan engines, it is often

necessary to simulate the engine fuel control system, as well as the engine. The use of

the HYDES program dictates that the fuel control be simulated on the analog computer.

A portion of a proposed fuel control was simulated on the analog computer to allow

transient variations in the operating point of the selected turbofan engine. The primary

function of the control is to maintain the low-pressure-turbine rotor speed Nt2 at a

demanded value Nt2 ' dem" Figure 16 illustrates, in block diagram form, the operation
of the speed control loop.

The measured speed Nt2 ' m is subtracted from the demanded value, which is

scheduled as a function of power lever angle _ and inlet temperature T2, m' The error
is amplified and then reduced by the output of a derivative-plus-lag circuit whose input

--_ Low-pressure

/ turbine rotor

T--_ speedschedule
T2,m

IiNt2,m

K3

NtZ,des

,, YFB t

+ t2_ MIN
circuit

K4S

%S + 1)

I eaccel
I

I From acceleration
schedule error

K5 _ Valve _V_T :en._g
_- characteristic

ine

Figure 16. - Turbofan low-pressure-turbine rotor-speed control.

I1

Ntl.m_ Accelerationschedule t_

T2.1, m

Multiplier

t P3,m
,,

YF,accel

Inversevalve [_

characteristic _

TO'MFN_

Figure 17. - Turbofan acceleration control.
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is fuel valve position YF" The feedbackprovides proportional-plus-integral dynamics
betweenthe valve position and the speederror. For near-steady-state conditions, the
MIN circuit (output equals smallest of its inputs) transmits the speederror signal to
the fuel valve servomechanism.

In order to combine fast thrust increases with overtemperature and compressor
stall protection, an acceleration schedule feature is included in the control and is illus-
trated in figure 17.

A suddenincrease in the power lever angle a causesa corresponding increase in
the speederror signal. The MIN circuit then transmits the acceleration error signal to
the fuel valve servomechanism. An acceleration scheduleparameter ¢ is scheduledas

a function of _ , high-pressure-turbine rotor speed Ntl ' m' and compressor inlet

temperature T2.1, m" The output of the acceleration schedule is multiplied by compres-
sor discharge pressure to determine the acceleration fuel flow and corresponding valve

position. The amplified position error is then transmitted to the fuel valve servomech-

anism, giving a first-order lag response of valve position to the command acceleration

position. The engine then accelerates along the acceleration schedule until the speed

error signal becomes smaller than the acceleration position error signal.

Physical limits are built into the valve position. That is YF, min _<YF -_YF, max"

The speed control feedback signal (fig. 16) is also limited to YFB, min _< YFB <YFB, max"
For the turbofan transient demonstration, the low-pressure-turbine rotor speed

demand Nt2 ' dem was ramped from its initial value to the final value in 50 milliseconds

(5 sec computer time). The acceleration schedule was fit by a function of compressor

inlet temperature and speed. The following equations were implemented on the analog

computer:

f0 tNtl, m = 100 (Ntl - Ntl ,m) dt+ Ntl ,i (H1)

f0 tNt2, m = 100 (Nt2- Nt2, m )dt + Nt2, i (H2)

f0 tT2.1, m = 2 (T2.1 - T2.1, m )dt + T2.1, i (H3)

12S



f0 tP3, m =50 (P3 - P3, m ) dt + RAW3' iT3'i
V 3

(H4)

w F=4.653(yF + 0.0846) 2 (H5)

t I et2
YF = 1. 664 MIN

eaccel
dt + YF, i (H6)

- t2, dem - Nt2, - YFB
et2 Nt2, des

(H7)

YFB = 18. 014 YF 9. 007
(HS)

eacce l=33.00(yF,acce 1 - yF) (H9)

= I?F_, accell
YF, accel [_ 4._

1/2

(H10)

WF, accel
_ _P3,m

3600
(Hll)
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Kq_
+ 33

Ntl, m _/
Ntl, des

3124 + 0.6895
T2"l' mtTstd

(H12)

K¢, nom =-5"4
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